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Bowman Auction Market
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Western Livestock Auction
Great Falls, MT
www.westernlivestockmontana.com
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St. Onge Livestock
Newell, SD
www.stongelivestock.com
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Glasgow Stockyards, Inc.
Glasgow, MT
www.glasgowstockyards.com
Headwaters Livestock Auction
Three Forks, MT
www.headwaterslivestock.com
(877) 917 COWS
Lewistown Livestock Auction
Lewistown, MT
www.laauctionco.com

Representative Steve Daines
(202) 224-3121

Yellowstone Livestock Co.
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Wool Pools and Buyers Operating In Montana
NE Montana Pool
Plentywood
Mark Rude
406-765-3406

Front Range Pool
Conrad
Dan Picard
406-271-4054

Granite/Powell Pool
Phillipsburg
Dan Lucas
406-859-3304

Casey Osksa
406-286-5557

Luanne Wallewein
406-937-2775

McCone Pool
Circle
Tandi Kassner
406-485-2605

Sweetgrass/Stillwater
Big Timber
Mark King
406-932-5146

Garfield County Pool
Charles O’Conner
Box 268
Jordan, MT 59337

MonDak Pool
Wibaux
Dave Bertelsen
406-796-2486

Upper Mushellshell
Harlowton
Stacey Grove
406-473-2244

Bruce Smith
406-377-4277

Beaverhead/
Madison&Jefferson
Dillon
J P Tanner
406-683-3785

Lower Yellowstone Pool
Sidney
Tim Fine
406-433-1206
Highline Pool
Malta
Marko Manoukian
406-684-2543

Buyers
High Plains Wool
Bruce Barker
307-674-4504
Center of the Nation
Belle Fouche
Larry Prager
605-892-6311
Gary Babb
605-748-2496
Billings
Scott Lammers
406-245-9112

Western Pool
Missoula
Cindy Lieske
406-826-5679

Calendar
Board Of Livestock
March 18-19, Helena
Montana Woolgrower’s
Day at the Capitol
April 2, Helena
Montana Nutrition Conference
April 9 & 10
GranTree Inn-Bozeman
ASI Legislative Fly-inn
May 6-8, Washington, DC
Probable Consolidated Pool Deliveries
May 7-Plentywood
May 8-Sidney
May 9-Wibuax
May 10-Circle
May 11-Malta
May 15-Choteau
Bucking Horse Shearing Contest
May 18, Miles City, MT
Ram Sale Committee Meeting
June 3, Billings, MT
Big Sky Fiber Arts Festival
June 14, 15, & 16
Hamilton Fairgrounds-Hamilton
www.bigskyfiber.com

Snowy Mountain Pool
Lewistown
Bertie Brown
406-535-3919

MWGA Dues
Dues to the Montana Wool Growers Association are $20 per membership plus $.06
per pound of wool (or $.60 per sheep). The $20 covers the cost of the Montana
Wool Grower magazine, membership in the American Sheep Industry Association
(ASI) and the ASI Newsletter that each member receives. The additional six cents
per pound is what the Association operates on as it works to improve the opportunities for raising sheep and wool in Montana.

Western Section Animal Science
Sheep Research and Producer Meetings
June 19-21, Bozeman, MT
Montana Range Days
June 24-26, Havre, MT
Howard Wyman School
July 14-17, San Angelo, TX

Advertising Rates

For Subscription or Advertising:

Montana Ram Sale
September 12, Miles City, MT

$20 for 1/8 page
$45 for 1/4 page
$100 for 1/2 page
$165 for full page

Write, email, or call Brent Roeder.
The MWGA newsletter is printed quarterly with additional issues published as
needed.

130th Annual MWGA
Annual Convention
December 6-7
Holiday Inn Grand, Billings, MT

About the Cover:
Cascade Colony moves into their new sheep barn. See story inside.
The Montana Woolgrower is published quarterly.
Advertising and article deadline for the next issue: May 15
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January 22-25, 2014
149th Annual ASI Convention
Charleston, SC

to name a few. To view these videos, go to ASI's home page,
www.sheepusa.org.
As a number of industry issues are covered during each
convention, I find that a few stand out as critical to the future of
the industry. This year, those issues included inventory contraction, labor issues and price reporting.
The week following our convention, the U.S. Department of Agriculture's (USDA) National Agricultural Statistics
Service released the Sheep and Lamb Inventory report, which
reflects a small decrease in sheep numbers from 2011 to 2012.
The report is better than predicted by the economists that we
heard from at the convention. The industry expected a decrease
in numbers coming off the worst drought the United States has
seen in the last 50 years.
I find it interesting that the states with large decreases
in sheep numbers include Iowa and Minnesota, each recording a
10 percent year-on-year drop. I realize the Midwest experienced
severe drought conditions in 2012, as did most of the country;
however, an additional factor was likely the closing of a major
lamb processing plant in Iowa in May 2011.
Affecting many of our producers in the West, immigration reform continues to be a hot button for agriculture and is
seriously being considered by the 113th Congress. ASI's policy
has been and continues to be to codify current H-2A regulatory
provisions utilized for sheepherders.
The current sheepherder H-2A program is envied by
many other agriculture groups. It is impossible to predict at this
time what the final form of immigration reform will look like,
but nationally, at least one out of five ewes is under herder protection; therefore, maintaining the program is crucial to our
business. During the convention, ASI was joined by the two
labor organizations, Western Range Association and Mountain
Plains Agriculture Service, who are forming a legislative subcommittee to work with Congress on immigration reform.
Even though it is quite expensive and time consuming
with loads of federal paperwork and regulations, the sheepherding program works and the industry has been able to utilize it
for 60 plus years. Provisions that are fundamental to the program for both the herders and the industry ought to be protected
in legislation. The sheep industry is already working with key
senators and believes it is vital that ASI and the sheep labor organizations have strong and consistent communications
throughout the year so that the industry speaks with one voice
and makes the right decisions for the future of the program. ASI
has the legislative network and experience and the labor organizations have the intimate knowledge of the H-2A program and
the members that use the provisions every day in compliance
with the U.S. Department of Labor.
A tool that benefits producers in their marketing efforts
is Mandatory Price Reporting (MPR). During the last year and a
half, our industry has experienced the lack of some price reports
as a result of company consolidation and a decline of market
information collected or published. ASI initiated discussions
with USDA at the 2012 convention and then contracted with the
Livestock Market Information Center (LMIC) for analysis and
recommendations on how to provide accurate and complete
price reports. This report was presented to the industry and
USDA at the recent convention.
ASI will be working with the USDA's Agricultural
Marketing Service (AMS) on a number of recommendations
that will assist in the amount of data that will be collected in the
future.

MWGA President Randy Tunby
Greetings,
I hope everyone is more prepared for the upcoming
spring season than I feel I am. Tomorrow we will get our ram
lambs shorn and Monday it’s off to Bozeman for a couple of
meetings, then on to Helena for our upcoming MWGA board
meeting. Seems like every year I pretend that I will be ready for
the upcoming shearing/lambing/calving season, but alas I’m
not! The good thing is it always seems to come together and
another spring season rolls past.
The ASI convention in San Antonio was another good
meeting and it was great to see the attendance from the Montana
crew. I think Brent counted 30 people from Montana. I would
urge anyone who is thinking about attending the ASI convention
to plan on going to Charleston next year. I think a lot of the
people in attendance were expecting to see some fireworks between various segments of our industry, but were pleasantly
surprised to see optimism instead. The one point reiterated was
lamb prices will be significantly better than last year baring another drought affecting corn country. Every analyst I heard said
the only factor to hold lamb prices back this year would be the
price of feed. Let’s hope that they are all correct and look for
the 2nd half of the year to see prices stable and climbing. The
wool market shows strength this spring and all felt that wool
would have another good year. Remember to pay attention to
the little things and as Larry Prager says, “think of shearing day
as payday not a day you just hope gets over.” Prepare your
wool properly and take pride in your product.
We are very active in this legislative session and I can
guarantee that Jim Brown is earning his salary and then some.
If you are interested in a particular bill or issue make sure you
contact Jim, Brent, or any MWGA board member to get involved. If you don’t think individuals make a difference, talk to
some of the legislatures who opposed HB 322. They heard from
their constituents to the tune of 200 phone calls/emails and 322
was moved out of committee and passed the whole House in
strong fashion.
In closing I urge you to get involved. I don’t care if
it’s just a local group, other state organization, or at the national
level. Once you get involved you become more informed and
do make a difference. It also opens your eyes to the fact that
one’s own opinion isn’t always the right one. Sometimes that is
a hard pill to swallow, but ultimately allows you to become better addressing any issue you may deal with.

ASI President Clint Krebs' Perspective
on Industry
Each year a great deal of information is dispensed during the sheep industry's annual meeting that I feel may also be
valuable to producers who are unable to attend. Therefore, I am
pleased to announce the availability of video from the recent
2013 annual meeting. Portions of the joint American Sheep Industry Association's (ASI) Lamb Council and American Lamb
Board (ALB) meeting have been placed online as well as footage from the Board of Director's Informational Session. Topics
available on video include the lamb market situation and outlook, export opportunities, mandatory price reporting for lamb,
ALB's industry assessment study and The Honorable Edward
Avalos, undersecretary of marketing and regulatory programs,
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Some of those recommendations include evaluating
volume slaughter or tonnage volume thresholds over time, eliminating certain reports and modifying current reporting requirements to reflect the ongoing structural changes that are occurring in our industry, such as inventory levels, the number of
processors, trade volumes and market transactions. We anticipate AMS will publish a proposed regulation once they have
thoroughly studied and evaluated LMIC's recommendations.
As the newly elected president of ASI, I look forward
to working with producers across the country on these issues
and more. The support for our industry is great and was yet
again demonstrated with another record-setting attendance at
convention.

went into another room and brought back the watch. At this
point, it became evident that while it was called a pocket watch,
it had more in common with a small mantel clock.
Shortly after Jack’s visit to Scotland, he was informed
the man who had the watch was dying of cancer. Jack wrote a
letter telling his widow if she didn’t have a place for the watch,
Jack would take it. Jack did not hear back for a long time . . .
finally he did. The widow had received the letter but couldn’t
find the watch. She was worried it had been lost. While going
through some papers, she found a receipt for a safety deposit
box. Apparently the watch had been placed there. Jack’s letter
pertaining to the watch was placed in with it so that at some time
the watch will go back to the Kerr family.

Jack McRae Presentation

Dave Hinnaland: Jack, please come up here. We all know
“some time” can be a long time to wait . . . and we also know
there are times in our lives we have to seize the moment and
thank a man and a family who have given above and beyond the
full measure. Jack, you have been President, Secretary, and a
board member of the Montana Wool Growers; Secretary and
board member of the U.S. Targhee Sheep Association; and val-

At the MWGA Annual Convention in Billings
Tracie Roeder: Every so often in this life, something truly
great happens. But, more often than not, true “greatness” is the
measure of a life well lived. Small daily steps of faith, constancy, perseverance, hard work, thoughtfulness, and purpose add up
to a lifetime of goodness and a legacy of which a man and a
family can be proud. Today, we honor the McRae family, in
particular Jack McRae. Although, we all know we can’t mention Jack without Kath. She is as much a part of this as he is.
However, I am getting ahead of myself, so in the immortal words of Jack . . . “You know that reminds me of a story . . .”
Anyone that has talked to Jack for very long has discovered that he comes from a long line of Scottish sheepmen.
One obvious side of the family is the McRaes but the other half
is the Kerrs who were just as big a part of Jack’s life, if not bigger, than the McRaes. Jack’s grandmother, Mary, was a Kerr
and her family was an integral part of Jack’s life while he was
growing up. Both sides of the family have a deep love of history which has been passed down to Jack.
So, our story begins with a short history of a watch that
has been handed down through the Kerr family.
Early in the 19th century, that would be the 1800’s,
Charles Kerr was given a pocket watch from the College of
Strathmuf in recognition of his service. He passed the watch to
his son who, as he did not have any children, willed it to his
nephew, also named Charles McRae. This Charles is Jack’s
great-great grandfather.
When Charles and his wife emigrated to the United
States in 1905, they took their four younger children, including
Jack’s grandmother, with them but left the oldest, Charles then
eleven years old, in Scotland to inherit the farm. The pocket
watch, already with nearly one hundred years of being handed
down in the Kerr family, was left to eleven year old Charles
McRae.
Charles did continue to run the Kerr family farm in
Scotland when he became of age, but never married.
This is where the story of the watch becomes a bit
fuzzy. In the past it was always given in wills to a member of
the family, but since all of the rest of Kerrs had emigrated to the
United States, that wasn’t an option. It would become clear later
that Charles gave the watch to one of his friends.
It disappeared from record. That is, until Jack went to
Scotland. While tracking down friends of the Kerr family, Jack
met the son of Charles’ friend. Jack asked him if he knew
where the watch had gone. The man said, “Yes”, he did. He

ued member of several ASI councils. But, most importantly you
have been a role model, mentor, and friend. We also know none
of this would have been possible without Kath, Cora, Ian, Kristin, and Malcolm sharing their husband and father. Together,
you have been an incredible team.
So, we came up with the idea of a United States McRae
pocket watch. We didn’t want you to have to wait for someday.
While not 200 years old, it is already 100 years old. Engraved
on the back is the name “McRae”, a sheep wagon, Scottish thistle, and a small tribute to a lifetime of greatness:
“Presented to Jack Mcrae 12.1.12 – Faithful friend and defender
of the Montana Sheep Industry. Thank you Jack.
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Legislative Report

In addition to advancing MWGA’s own particular legislative agenda, the Association has been working with the other
members of the agriculture coalition to support bills beneficial
to our industry, and to defeat bills that would be harmful.
Among those bills, the Association worked to kill HB 235,
sponsored by Representative Ellie Hill of Missoula that, if
passed, would have authorized the public to cross across the
corners of your private property without such crossing being
deemed an unlawful trespass. In other words, if passed, this
would have been a huge government takings bill. Correspondingly, the Wool Growers are supporting legislation to authorize
that FWP license dollars be used to purchase public access
across private property, which is the constitutionally permissible
action to take.
The MWGA is also partnering with our ag coaltion
members to advance legislation to redress FWP’s buffalo transplant policies. MWGA is supporting legislation that would allow landowners to haze buffalo off their land and then to shoot
them if the hazing does not work. In addition, MWGA is supporting legislation to allow landowners to be reimbursed for the
damage done by trespassing bison.
The Association also strongly supported HB 73, sponsored by Representative Kelly Flynn of Townsend that significantly liberalizes the wolf take by allowing hunters to kill more
than one wolf in a season, that codifies the tapping of wolves in
Montana, and that prohibits FWP from creating no hunting
boundary zones around our national parks. In addition, MWGA
is working with the appropriations Committee to increase funding for agriculture extension for the next biennium. These programs were severely cut two sessions ago, and funding has not
recovered. We hope to get these programs back to the funding
levels they were a decade ago.
At the end of February, MWGA’s board members
came to Helena to speak in person with our policy makers. This
was a good opportunity for our industry to present itself to Montana’s policy makers. During the Helena board meeting, the
board also met with the special agricultural trade envoy from
New Zealand, Mr. Alistar Polson. We are hopeful this meeting
will lead to increased trade opportunities. Further, MWGA will
be holding its annual session day in Helena on April 3, 2013.
We will be hosting a lunch in the Rotunda that day for Legislators. We would welcome seeing you on that day in Helena.
Helena that day.
Finally, don’t forget that ASI’s national congressional
fly in to Washington D.C. will be held May 5th-7th this year.
This event is held every year, and both MWGA and our national
organization want as many Montana sheep producers to attend
that meeting as possible. With the drop in Congressmen and
women who have agriculture backgrounds, our industry has lost
traction in recent years in Congress. Our industry needs a
strong presence in Washington in May. If you are considering
going to D.C. in May, please contact Brent Roeder to discuss
details. As always, if there are bills that you, as one of
MWGA’s members has an interest in, please let me know of
that bill and your support or opposition of the same. Several
members of the Association have already asked me to go in on
bills this session, and that kind of legislative input is appreciated
by me. I hope 2013 has started out well for you and your operation. Let’s hope we see a year this year like we did in 2011.
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Montana’s 63 Legislative Assembly kicked off at
noon, Monday, January 7, 2013. This year’s legislature is controlled by the Republicans as it was during the 2011 Legislative
Session. Republicans lost 5 seats in the House this past election, but still maintain a health majority. Republicans picked up
seats in the Senate despite projections that Democrats would
pick up seats in that body this past cycle.
Also, on January 7, Steve Bullock took the oath of office to become Governor of Montana. As a result, and once
again, Montana has a divided government with Democrats controlling the Governor’s chair and Republicans controlling the
legislature. Heading into this year’s legislative session, things
were looking up for Montana overall. The state is running a
budget surplus (minus the huge liability in the state pension
fund), there is agreement among Democrats and Republicans to
pass a state building bonding bill, and a lot of the political posturing and bickering that characterized the final years of the
Schweitzer administration seem to have dissipated.
At the time you are reading this, the Legislature will be
at the midway point, also called transmittal break. This is the
point of the legislative session where if a bill that was introduced in either the house or senate has not passed out of the
house or senate by this time, the bill is dead. Traditionally, the
legislature spends the majority of its time after the transmittal
break working on completing the budget for the next biennium.
To this point, the Wool Growers are championing four bills.
These are:
HB 323, sponsored by Representative Mike Cuffe of
Libby. This bill authorizes the livestock loss board to pay out
for confirmed or probable grizzly bear depredations, in the same
manner as the Board pays out on wolf depredations at present.
The bill overwhelmingly passed out of the House in February
and is awaiting Senate action.
HB 322, sponsored by Representative Cuffe of Libby.
This bill statutorily appropriates $400,000 from the general fund
and authorizes that money to be used to pay for livestockgrizzly bear prevention measures and to pay U.S.D.A. Wildlife
Services for their grizzly bear prevention work. After a few
hiccups, this bill passed out of the House Agriculture Committee and is awaiting House floor action.
HB 395, sponsored by Representative Kirk Wagoner
from Montana City. This bill, if enacted would reduce the size
of the livestock loss board from 7 to 5 members. The bill would
make the board make up consist of 3 members who are picked
by the governor and who have to be actively involved in the
livestock industry. The final 2 members would be picked by the
governor as members of the general public. The bill would
eliminate the requirements that names for positions on the
LLRB be forwarded by the department and fish, wildlife and
parks, and by the board of livestock. The purpose of this bill is
to reduce the LLB’s overhead, and to allow more money to be
used for depredation payments and prevention measures. The
bill had a hearing in front of the House Agriculture in February.
A House Bill sponsored by Representative Wagoner.
This bill would clarify the manner by which the Department of
Revenue classifies agriculture land for tax calculation purposes
to make the calculation more site specific. The bill had a hearing before the House Tax Committee in February.

Sincerely Jim Brown
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COOL Rules Must Put Americans First

Howard Wyman Leadership School
July 14-17, 2013

Senators Jon Tester (D-Mont.), Mike Enzi (R-Wyo.),
and Tim Johnson (D-S.D.) are leading a bipartisan coalition of
Senators in calling on the U.S. Department of Agriculture and
the U.S. Trade Representative to work with consumers, ranchers
and meatpackers to make sure that American families know
where their meat comes from.
The World Trade Organization recently required the
USDA to adjust its rules requiring American retailers to clearly
label where meat was raised and processed. The WTO said that
while the U.S. can require meat labeling, current U.S. Countryof-Origin-Labeling (COOL) rules do not meet WTO standards.
The Senators, who were joined by 28 colleagues from both sides
of the aisle, want to make sure the updated rules still ensure consumers know the origin of their food, giving them the option to
buy American meat if they choose.
“Congress intended that COOL provide as much information as possible about the origin of all meat cuts to consumers,” the Senators wrote to Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack
and U.S. Trade Representative Ron Kirk. “Some flexibility is
needed, but such flexibility cannot come at the expense of
providing reliable information to families about the national
origin of meat products.”
The bipartisan coalition also said that the USDA should
host a public comment period to allow agriculture workers and
consumers to weigh in on any new proposals. The Senators’
letter is backed by the National Farmers Union and the Consumers Union.
“Consumers have a right to know where their food
comes from and U.S. farmers and ranchers want to be able to
tell them,” said National Farmers Union President Roger Johnson. “USDA and USTR should take even stronger regulatory
actions to make sure that COOL provides meaningful information about the origins of meat and other products.”
“We thank the Senators for their leadership on this issue, and hope that a regulatory fix can be achieved,” said Jean
Halloran, Director of Food Policy Initiatives with Consumers
Union, policy division of Consumer Reports. “Country-of-origin
labeling provides consumers with vital information that allows
them to make informed choices about the food they eat.”
The Senators’ letter is also supported by the Consumer
Federation of America, Public Citizen, R-CALF, Food and Water Watch, and the U.S. Cattlemen’s Association.
The bipartisan letter to Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack and U.S. Trade Representative Ron Kirk is available online
HERE. It is signed by 31 Senators, including John Barrasso (RWyo.), Mark Begich (D-Alaska), Richard Blumenthal (DConn.), Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.), Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio),
Ben Cardin (D-Md.), Richard J. Durbin (D-Ill.), Michael Enzi
(R-Wyo.), Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.), Al Franken (D-Minn.),
Kirsten Gillibrand (D-N.Y.), Charles Grassley (R-Iowa), Tom
Harkin (D-Iowa), Martin Heinrich (D-N.M.), Heidi Heitkamp
(D-N.D.), John Hoeven (R-N.D.), Tim Johnson (D-S.D.), Amy
Klobuchar (D-Minn.), Mary Landrieu (D-La.), Patrick Leahy (D
-Vt.), Carl Levin (D-Mich.), Claire McCaskill (D-Mo.), Jeff
Merkley (D-Ore.), Barbara Mikulski (D-Md.), Lisa Murkowski
(R-Alaska), Jon Tester (D-Mont.), John Thune (R-S.D.), Tom
Udall (D-N.M.), David Vitter (R-La.), Sheldon Whitehouse (DR.I.) and Ron Wyden (D-Ore.).

Participants 20 years of age or older who are interested
in all aspects of sheep production, have until May 3, to register
for the July 14-17, 2013 Howard Wyman Sheep Industry Leadership School. This year’s school, held in San Angelo Texas, is
directed by Dr. Frank Craddock, professor and extension specialist at Texas A & M. Limited to 25 students, school participants will study sheep and goat carcass evaluation and fabrication and tour a sheep and goat operation, one of the last remaining wool scouring plants, feedlots, custom skin and pelt operations, see current and future research efforts at the Texas A&M
AgriLife Research & Extension Center.
There is no fee to apply though once accepted, each
attendee must submit a registration fee of $200 (limited to 25
students; includes meals, lodging and tour-related expenses).
Participants are responsible for their own travel. For school
agenda and form to register electronically, visit http://www.nlfasheep.org/leadership.html. For more information, call the NLFA
office at 503.364.5462 or email info@nlfa-sheep.org.

Signs Lamb Prices Stabilizing
http://straightfurrow.farmonline.co.nz/news
Lamb producers are nervously monitoring the weekly
meat schedule and saleyard store prices as feed reserves disappear after a very dry January throughout the country. The export
lamb schedule for an average 17.5kg Y grade lamb dropped to a
low point of 448 cents a kilogram this month, the lowest point in
two years. Beef+Lamb New Zealand was forecasting an average
export lamb price of $95 for an 18.25kg lamb at the beginning
of the 2012/2013 season, based on a mid-exchange rate scenario.
On present schedule prices, returns for the current
quarter have dropped into the low $80s, similar levels to what
they were two or three years ago. It is a substantial drop on last
season’s $113 a head, the second highest in inflation adjusted
terms in at least 50 years. Only the 2010/11 average price was
higher at $117.65 a head. But Beef+Lamb New Zealand chief
economist Andrew Burtt believes there are signs markets are
stabilizing. He said farmers had received reasonably good returns for prime and store lambs in the first quarter of the season.
Prices had definitely dropped back in the current quarter - as
they do seasonally - but could show some improvement in the
next two quarters through to September. While there were some
regional differences between districts, Mr Burtt said there were
indications average export lamb prices may average in the mid
$80s for the season.
Meanwhile, saleyard store lamb prices slumped to a
low point of $49 a head on December 17, about a third of the
heady spike of $149 of September 2011. By January 21, prices
had recovered slightly to $56 a head. The real concern now is
for farmers in drier parts of the country who don’t have the feed
to hold on to lambs and are forced to sell on the store market. As
one Straight Furrow reader pointed out, a $56 return for a 28kg
liveweight store lamb is hardly sustainable for sheep farmers.
For lower South Island farmers, plenty of feed means there is no
pressure yet for them to shed store stock.
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Calendar of Fiscal Crazy

End of March: House Republicans counter with balanced
budget
House Budget Chairman Paul Ryan's office has said he likely
will put out his proposed 2014 budget late in the month. House
Republicans have promised to lay out a path to a balanced budget within a decade, something Democrats will reject out of hand
and which independent deficit hawks say is hard to achieve realistically.
For the Democrats, Senate Budget Chairman Patty Murray will
put out her proposal by the end of March, if not sooner. The
proposal will almost certainly include new ways to raise revenue
by taxing the rich in addition to spending cuts.

by Jeanne Sahadi
http://money.cnn.com
Like suspense, confusion and midnight deals? Draw a big red
circle around March. It's chock full of cliffhanger deadlines and
budget proposals that could drive the country's finances for the
foreseeable future. Just where exactly? Even seasoned budget
wonks can't say. "The same people who typically analyze
what's ahead on the budget with remarkable precision [have]
basically admitted that the current situation is as complex, hard
to read, and even harder to predict than any they've ever seen,"
veteran budget expert Stan Collender noted recently in his blog.

April 15: House and Senate must deliver ... sorta
Thanks to the No Budget, No Pay Act, the House and Senate are
each obligated to pass their own budget resolution by tax day. A
budget resolution sets the top-line amounts for spending and
revenue for the next fiscal year, which starts Oct. 1. If either
chamber misses that deadline, members of that chamber will
have their pay withheld. So does that mean the country finally
gets a real budget? Nope. Both chambers still have to reconcile
the differences between their budget resolutions. And there's no
deadline to do that. Plus, even if they pass a joint resolution,
then comes the much harder work of deciding how to allocate
funds among government departments and programs.

Capital Gains and Games
Looking at the upcoming calendar, it's easy to see why.
March 1: Automatic spending cuts take effect, unless ...
The so-called "sequester" will slash how much federal agencies
are allowed to spend by $85 billion over seven months. The
reductions would come primarily from discretionary spending -both defense and nondefense. Entitlements such as Medicare,
Medicaid and Social Security, which fall under mandatory
spending, would be largely protected. If the sequester takes
effect, economic growth will slow. By some estimates up to 1
million jobs will be lost. Federal workers will be furloughed and
a bevy of programs and services across the government will be
curtailed. Just which ones haven't been announced yet. House
Republicans want to replace the defense cuts with more nondefense cuts, something Democrats reject. Democrats want to
replace the cuts with a mix of more targeted cuts and tax increases, the latter of which Republicans reject. Though lawmakers agree the sequester is a terrible idea, many think it might be
preferable to cutting a new deal they like even less.

May 18 to Aug. 1: Debt ceiling must be raised
The No Budget, No Pay Act suspended the debt ceiling until
May 18, letting Treasury continue to borrow to make payments
due during the suspension period. But on May 19, the debt ceiling would be restored at its current level of $16.394 trillion plus
however much Treasury borrowed during the suspension period.
Ideally Congress will have decided by then to raise the debt ceiling enough to get the country through the next year or two. But
if it hasn't, Treasury could use "extraordinary measures" to stave
off the prospect of default until early August by some estimates.

Mid-March: President Obama to release budget proposal
The White House hasn't announced a date, but budget experts
expect that the president's 2014 proposal will be released in midMarch, about a month later than usual. The president's proposal
is a blueprint of where he'd like Congress to spend money, cut
funding and raise tax revenue over the next decade. If history is
any guide, lawmakers won't take up most of his ideas. But his
proposal is supposed to tee-up the budget debate.
Related: Washington D.C. jobs: Ground zero for budget
cuts
March 25 to April 7: Lawmakers go home
Just because the budget process will be a crazed mess doesn't
mean the House and Senate won't take at least part of their
scheduled two-week break for Passover and Easter.
March 27: Government shutdown threat
Funding for the federal government is set to expire on March 27,
unless Congress acts. Since lawmakers will not agree to a real
budget by this date, they will have to agree on temporarily funding the government for a few weeks or a few months. If they
fail, the federal government will shut down on March 28. A
shutdown occurs if lawmakers fail to appropriate funds for federal agencies and programs. Without that funding, government
operations would cease, except for essential services.
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REAL Montana participants will analyze complex issues while receiving intensive leadership training and exposure
to a wide range of experiences and viewpoints. The inaugural
class will consist of approximately 20 participants. The target
audience is adults who earn a substantial percentage of their
livelihoods from Montana agriculture and/or natural resources
who demonstrate the willingness and aptitude for long-term
leadership in their respective industries. No age restrictions
apply.
REAL Montana is made possible through a partnership
with Montana State University Extension and private industry
sponsorship. The application process will begin in early spring
and the first seminar will take place in September of 2013. For
more information, please visit www.realmontana.org or contact
Janelle Booth at (406) 994-6480, janelle.booth@montana.edu.

5\R Stock Dogs
REAL dogs bred by a
REPUTATION breeder always
READY to work
RELENTLESS work ethic and very
RELIABLE companions

Lambing Sanity Test
www.forbes.com
By Holly Green
To test your mental acuity, answer the following questions (no
peeking at the answers!):
1. Johnny’s mother had three children. The first child was
named April. The second child was named May. What was the
third child’s name?
2. A clerk at a butcher shop stands five feet ten inches tall and
wears size 13 sneakers. What does he weigh?
Carrie Bigelow (owner) (406)208-8576 (cell)
Marv Dunster

3. Before Mt. Everest was discovered, what was the highest
mountain in the world?

(406)670-3575 (cell)

(406)248-7060 (home) stockdogs5R@aol.com
326 Covert Lane Billings, MT 59105

4. How much dirt is there in a hole that measures two feet by
three feet by four feet?

EXCELLENCE IN PREDATOR CONTROL

5. What word in the English language is always spelled incurrectly?
6. Billie was born on December 28th, yet her birthday always
falls in the summer. How is this possible?

Leadership for the Future

7. In British Columbia you cannot take a picture of a man with a
wooden leg. Why not?

Are you looking for ways to positively impact the future of agriculture? REAL Montana (Resource Education and
Agriculture Leadership) is a program currently in development
with the goal of building a network of informed and engaged
leaders to advance the agriculture and natural resource industries
in Montana.
The program consists of a two-year cycle of classes,
tours, networking opportunities, and travel. Eight in-state seminars will be held in varying locations throughout Montana, each
involving a two-night stay. The program also features a fiveday national study tour in Washington D.C. and a two-week
international trip. Seminar content includes training in agriculture institutions and agencies, natural resource development,
public speaking/media, economics, state and federal policy, international trade, urban/rural relationships, water issues, transportation, labor and production costs, entrepreneurship, and other current industry topics.

8. If you were running a race and you passed the person in 2nd
place, what place would you be in now?
9. Which is correct to say, “The yolk of the egg is white” or
“The yolk of the egg are white?”
10. A farmer has five haystacks in one field and four haystacks
in another. How many haystacks would he have if he combined
them all in one field?
Answers on Page 15.
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we are looking at formalizing and expanding it for the 130th
Annual Convention this December.

Montana Woolgrowers Presents
Speed Shear at the Holiday Inn Grand
The Speed Shear contest at the MWGA Annual Convention continues to be a highlight on Friday night. This years
completion featured 12 shearers from North Dakota to Peru and
points in between. The “Central Studs” team of Josh Ridgeway
and Jake Yerger of central Montana took top honors, while Mike
Haggins of North Dakota took the individual honors. This years
competition helped raise money for the new MSU Wool Judging
Team. This event has become a huge part of our convention and

MWGA Associate Members
Please Support the
People and Business Supporting Our Industry

Gene Surber and Associates-Belgrade, MT
Gordon & Marilyn Darlinton-Three Forks, MT
Farm Credit Services-Miles City, MT
Farmers Elevator-Circle, MT
First State Bank-Malta, MT
Fred Wacker Agency-Miles City, MT
Rachel Frost-Livingston, MT
Hinnaland Trucking Inc.-Circle, MT
Holiday Inn Express-Miles City, MT
Jim Hoover-Columbus, MT
Patrick Kelley-Miles City, MT
Roger King-Augusta, MT
Kopren Sheep Shearing-Bison, SD
Rodney Kott-Bozeman, MT
Arville & Elaine Lammers-Shawmut, MT
Lewistown Honda-Lewistown, MT
Lextron, Inc.-Billings, MT
Matador Ranch-Malta, MT
Don McKamey-Great Falls, MT
Milk Specialties Global-Arlington Heights, IL
Mitchell Agency-Miles City, MT
Lucille Molinari-Hamilton, MT
Montana Ag Credit-Helena, MT
Montana Farm Bureau Federation-Bozeman, MT
Montana Trappers Assn.-Ovando, MT
Jim Moore-Stanford, MT
John Murphy-Circle, MT
Murphy & Son, Inc.-Circle, MT
North Valley Grazing District-Glasgow, MT
Northwest Farm Credit-Billings, MT
Mary Partridge-Miles City, MT
Phalen Ranch Company-Ismay, MT
Stuart & Virginia Reynolds-Havre, MT
Reynolds Market-Miles City, MT
Riverside Marine & Cycle-Miles City, MT
Schuldt Services-Chinook, MT
Anne Shaw-Missoula, MT
Summit National Bank-Hulett, WY
Lisa Surber-Bozeman, MT
Tradewinds Shopper-Jordan, MT
Maurice Tunby-Baker, MT
Rolph Tunby-Plevna, MT
Turner Sheep Co.-Gillette, WY
US Bank-Miles City, MT
Watts and Associates-Billings, MT
Western Ranch Supply-Billings, MT

Gold Level
Bank of Baker-Baker, MT
Center of the Nation Wool -Belle Fourche, SD
Custom Ag Solutions-Cowley, WY
First Interstate Bank-Billings, MT
Great Plains Wool Company-Bighorn, WY
Montana Livestock Ag Credit-Helena, MT
Montana Targhee Sheep Assn.-Reed Point, MT
Public Auction Yards-Billings, MT
Stockman Bank-Miles City, MT
Silver Level
Anderson & Zurmuehlen & Co.-Helena, MT
Bison Bar-Miles City, MT
Blue Rock Distributing-Miles City, MT
Braaten Sheep Shearing-Stanford, MT
Cowtown Ag Supply, LLC-Miles City, MT
DBA Herbst Insurance Agency-Baker, MT
First Interstate Bank-Miles City, MT
First Security Bank-Bozeman, MT
Garfield County Bank-Jordan, MT
Hawkins Veterinary Service-Dillon, MT
Lazy AM Ranch, Inc.-Richey, MT
Marcha Labs-Terry, MT
Babe McDonald-Cohagen, MT
McWilliams Shearing & Supplies-Miles City, MT
Miles City Livestock Commission-Miles City, MT
Montana Bar-Miles City, MT
Nickels Gaming, Bob Gilbert-Helena, MT
Hipolito Sanchez-Lancaster, MO
Selle Livestock-Billings, MT
Brett & Melissa Severinsen-Fairfield, MT
Steadman Hardware-Miles City, MT
Bronze Level
Basin State Bank-Stanford, MT
Brockway Supper Club, Brockway, MT
Cayuse Livestock Co.-Melville, MT
Citizens Bank & Trust Co.-Big Timber, MT
Comfort Inn-Miles City, MT
Debby Cornwell-Glasgow, MT
Curtis Farm and Auto-Carquest-Circle, Plentywood, Scobey,
Wolfpoint, MT
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Montana Wildlife Services (2007) renew
Illegal Predator Control (2007) renew
Fish, Wildlife Funding (2007) rewritten
Wildlife Services Funding for Wolf Control (2007) renew
EPA Petition for M-44 and 1080 LPC Suspension
(2007) rewritten
Wolves Identified and Collared (2007) sunset
State Wolf Management (2011) set aside
Montana LLB Restitution (2010) rewritten
Conservation Licenses (2010) sunset
Wolf Management Reimbursement (2009) rewritten
Trapping Ban (2009) rewritten
Wildlife Services Funding (2008) rewritten

MWGA Annual Meeting
Holiday Inn Grand, Billings, MT,
Saturday, December 1, 2012
Pres. Randy Tunby called the meeting to order at 3:14 pm.
Reports:
Sec. Brent Roeder read the minutes from the previous meeting.
Chuck Dallas moved to approve the minutes as read. Dave
McEwen seconded and the minutes were accepted.
Pres. Tunby provided the President’s Report, highlighting the
Montana Wool Grower’s Association’s activities in 2012.
Randy thanked past secretary Jack McRae, past president Dave
Hinnaland, Jim Brown, and Brent Roeder for helping him in the
past year. Greg Wichman, Randy Tunby, and Jim Brown attended the ASI DC Fly-In in early May to represent Montana
sheep producers on a national level. Jim Brown opened a private law office and MWGA signed a new contract with him.
The American Wool Council held their summer meeting in Bozeman to highlight the importance of the Montana Wool Lab on
a state and national level. MWGA is supporting several bills in
the upcoming legislative session and we look to be in good
shape there.

Farm Flock-chaired by Liz Jones
Youth Programs (2007) renew
Natural Lamb (2007) rewritten
Production/Marketing/Animal Health-chaired by
Lehfeldt
MSU (2007) renew
Country of Origin Labeling (2007) renew
Legislative Report Card (2007) rewritten
Livestock/Agriculture Merger (2007) renew
Noxious Weeds (2007) rewritten
MSU Wool Lab (2007) renew
Brucellosis Management (2007) rewritten
Livestock Theft (2007) renew
Horse Slaughter Ban (2007) rewritten
Animal ID (2007) renew
Taxation of Agricultural Lands
(2007) sunset, but move to land use &rewrite
MSU Vet Science Curriculum (2012) new from floor
Slaughter Horse Movement (2008) sunset

Sec. Roeder gave the Secretary’s Report giving updates on the
new MWGA website and traveling display. A detailed explanation of the 2011-2012 Financial Report was given. Chuck Dallas moved to accept the financial report. Dave McEwen seconded the motion and the report was adopted as read.
Old Business: None
New Business:
NOMINATING COMMITTEE:
Larry Pilster took the floor representing District 3 and as head of
the nominating committee. Chuck Dallas represented District 1,
Arville Lammers represented District 2, and Dave Hinnaland
represented District 3.

Ben

Land Use-chaired by John Helle
American Heritage River Initiative (2007) renew
BLM Notification (2007) renew
Pasturing Agreements (2007) renew
Drought, Insects and Temporary Circumstances Policy
(2007) renew
Species Introduction and Relocation (2007) rewritten
Public Access Control (2007) rewritten
Limestone Hills Training Area. (2007) renew
Resolution to “Amend Montana Department of Revenue
Agricultural Grazing Lands Productive Value for
Property Tax purposes” (2012) new
Ag Land Re-appraisal (2011) sunset
FWP Land Purchase (2012) board interim policy
adopted on December 7, 2012 new

In District 1, Ken McKamey was nominated for the board.
Nominations were closed and a unanimous ballot for Ken
McKamey was cast. In District 2, Dave McEwen was nominated for the board. Nominations were closed and a unanimous
ballot for Dave McEwen was cast. In District 4, Dana Penrod
was nominated for the board. Nominations were closed and a
unanimous ballot for Dana Penrod was cast. Randy Tunby was
nominated for president. Nominations were closed, a unanimous ballot was called for and Randy Tunby was elected president for the 2013 term.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:23 p.m.

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE:
President Tunby turned the meeting over to Vice President Greg
Wichman to chair the Resolutions Committee where the following actions were taken.

If you are interested in becoming a consignor to the Montana Ram Sale in Miles
City, give sale manager Brent Roeder a
call to receive an application.

Predator Committee-chaired by Buzz Yerger
Endangered Species Act (2007) rewritten
Delist Grizzly (2007) renew

406.442.1330
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MONTANA WOOLGROWER ASSOCIATION POLICY
Changes made to resolutions during the 2012 Annual Convention
ANIMAL DAMAGE CONTROL/
PREDATOR COMMITTEE

Whereas the Montana LLB has limited funds from the federal
government, state appropriations, and private donations,

Endangered Species Act (2012)
Be it resolved that until such time as adequate protection be
provided for our private property that the MWGA calls for a
moratorium on the further listing of species for protection under
the E.S.A.

Whereas there has never been sufficient funds to indemnify
livestock producers for livestock killed by wolves, and no funding for injured or missing livestock,
Further be it resolved, MWGA supports restitution for grizzly
bear damage.

Delist Grizzly (2012)
The MWGA is opposed to the reintroduction of grizzly bears to
the Bitterroot-Selway Wilderness Area or to any areas in Montana. The MWGA also opposes the establishment of corridors
between populations and supports the delisting of grizzly bears
from the Endangered Species list.

Therefore be it resolved the MWGA insists governmental appropriations fully fund the Montana LLB, namely federal appropriations, so all direct and indirect damages incurred by wolves
and grizzly bear be reimbursed as determined by the multiplier.
Wolf Management Reimbursement (2012)
Whereas Livestock losses caused by wolves in Montana continues to increase annually at an alarming rate; and

Montana Wildlife Services (2012)
The MWGA would like to recognize the personnel of Montana
Wildlife Services for doing a commendable job with limited
resources.

Whereas the Montana wolf population is increasing every year
and greatly exceeds delisting criteria; and

Illegal Predator Control (2012 )
The MWGA does not condone irresponsible or illegal predator
control activities on public or private property.

Whereas emphasis and funding for wolf management needs to
prioritize protection of livestock;
Therefore be it resolved that the State of Montana will reimburse USDA Wildlife Services for all USDA Wildlife Services
wolf damage management activities in Montana.

Fish, Wildlife Funding (2012)
MWGA recognizes the importance of predator control on game
populations and encourages the Montana Fish Wildlife and
Parks, and legislature, to continue, and increase, funding for
predator control. Furthermore, MWGA believes this funding
should be used in areas where there is a benefit to protect livestock from predators and that WS should have some discretion
where that work is done.

Trapping Ban (2012)
Whereas Trapping is an important wildlife damage management
tool for ranchers, farmers, home owners, and USDA Wildlife
Services; and
Whereas This critical management tool helps control problematic predator and pest populations that kill livestock, attack pets,
spread diseases among humans and wildlife, damage property,
and negatively impact wildlife population; and

Wildlife Services Funding for Wolf Control (2012)
The MWGA opposes any effort to shift existing predator control
funds to wolf management, or control.
EPA Petition for M-44 and 1080 LPC Suspension (2012)
The MWGA opposes the suspension and cancellation of the
pesticide labels for M-44 Sodium Cyanide Capsules and Sodium
Fluoroacetate Livestock Protection Collars.

Whereas Trapping is an important part of the livelihood for
many Montana families; and
Whereas trapping has been a part of our heritage and culture
since before Montana became a state and we need to defend our
way of life from extremists who are unwilling to acknowledge
the damage problematic wildlife can cause;

State Wolf Management (2012)
The MWGA supports a state wolf management plan that allows
for more liberal and aggressive wolf damage control actions,
including lethal, as the wolf population and/or range expand in
Montana. Furthermore, coyote control methods should not be
impacted by these expanding wolf populations.

Therefore be it resolved, the Montana Wool Growers Association supports the continued trapping on public land in Montana.

Montana LLB Restitution (2012)
Whereas the Montana Livestock Loss Board (Montana LLB) is
responsible for reimbursing livestock producers for livestock
depredations caused by wolves.
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Wildlife Services Funding (2012)
Whereas the MWGA supports continued funding for Wildlife
Services under USDA and increased funding is needed to reduce livestock losses.

MSU Wool Lab (2012)
MWGA requests that MSU maintain a functional wool lab facility located within the MSU campus. The facility should maintain operations that continue to utilize appropriations including
federal initiatives, experiment station funds and grower funds,
to ensure quality research that applies directly to MWGA and
Montana producers.

Whereas Montana law provides that the Montana LLB is to
work with Wildlife Services on mitigating and preventing damage done by wolves and grizzly bear,
Therefore be it resolved that MWGA supports legislative efforts
to obtain adequate state funding through the Montana LLB that
would allow both the Montana LLB and Wildlife Services to
effectively carry out their missions.

Brucellosis Management (2012)
MWGA continues to support the Inter-Agency Bison Management Plan (IABMP) as a method of managing brucellosis.
MWGA supports producer managed efforts to prevent brucellosis. MWGA also supports efforts for protecting Montana’s brucellosis “class-free” status.

FARM FLOCK
Youth Programs (2012)
The MWGA encourages its membership participation in youth
programs and involvement in the sheep industry.

Livestock Theft (2012)
Livestock theft historically has been and continues to be a threat
to the industry. Producers have the right to protect their property and to be protected by laws handed down by the state legislature. People involved in such crimes should be prosecuted to
the full extent of the law. Therefore, the MWGA supports legislation to make livestock theft or brand altering a mandatory
prison term if convicted.

Natural Lamb (2012)
The MWGA encourages the Montana State University to explore opportunities for better production and marketing, and to
establish criteria for natural lamb and or wool products, and a
database of producers meeting these criteria.

Horse Slaughter Ban (2012)
The horse market as an industry is vitally important to the United States agriculture industry. Therefore, the MWGA opposes
legislation banning the transportation for slaughter or direct
slaughter of horses.

PRODUCTION, MARKETING ANIMAL
HEALTH COMMITTEE
MSU (2012)
The MWGA commends the MSU Wool Lab and the work of
the MSU sheep specialist, sheep faculty and researchers. The
MWGA encourages continued oversight of the sheep teaching,
research, and wool programs at MSU by the MWGA-MSU Advisory Committee.

Animal ID (2012)
MWGA supports the continued development of more efficient
and economical methods of source identification. Research
should be focused towards lowering the financial impact upon
producers, while increasing the market value of our products
through consumer confidence.

Country of Origin Labeling (2012)
The MWGA supports country of origin labeling.

Quality Product Control (2012)
MWGA supports efforts for the improvement and enforcement
of quality control measures in marketing lamb, mutton, and goat
products.

Legislative Report Card (2012)
The MWGA supports continuing the practice of publishing a
"Legislative Report Card" by the MWGA and other agriculture
interests to provide valuable information to producers.

Export (2012)
MWGA supports foreign export markets for lamb, mutton, goat,
and wool products to provide added value to the US sheep and
goat industry.

Livestock/Agriculture Merger (2012)
The consolidation of the Montana Department of Agriculture
and the Montana Department of Livestock is not in the benefit
of the sheep industry.
Therefore, the MWGA is totally against any consideration of
this consolidation.

MSU Vet Science Curriculum (2012)
Whereas MWGA recognizes the strong agriculture reputation of
Montana State University and encourages the tradition of delivering quality education.

Noxious Weeds (2012)
MWGA encourages state & federal land management agencies
to take steps to stop the spread of noxious weeds, and especially
the use of sheep and goats as a control measure.

Be it resolved, MWGA supports the expansion of the curriculum of Veterinary Science at MSU.

MWGA further encourages recognition & education of the public about sheep and goats as a method of noxious weed control
& pledges their continued support of Montana State University
in their efforts to control noxious weeds.
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gether with land owners and lease holders to find common
ground on permanent boundary markers and the enforcement
thereof.

LAND USE
American Heritage River Initiative (2012)
MWGA opposes the American Heritage River Initiative.

Limestone Hills Training Area. (2012)
Whereas the National Guard wishes to withdraw approximately
25 sections of BLM Land from the public domain that are adjacent to an existing training area presently used by the National
Guard. These lands are utilized by both sheep and cattle grazing
leases that are administered by the BLM. MWGA supports the
preferred alternative of the Legislative Environmental Impact
Statement (LEIS) which will allow continued grazing administered by the Department of Defense.

BLM Notification (2012)
MWGA strongly recommends that, in accordance with their
existing policy, BLM notify permittees prior to accessing allotments for any activity.
Pasturing Agreements (2012)
Whereas the Bureau of Land Management and the livestock
industry recognize pasturing agreements as a necessary and legitimate range management tool provided for use within federal
grazing regulations and,

Resolution to “Amend Montana Department of Revenue Agricultural Grazing Lands Productive Value for Property Tax purposes” (2012)

Now therefore be it resolved than any violation or abuse of
these grazing regulations are in no way condoned by the
MWGA and should not be permitted by the Bureau of Land
Management.

Whereas: Montana Code Annotated Section 15-7-103 states
that “Land classified as agricultural land or forest land must be
classified according to soil type and productive capacity. In that
classification work, use must be made of soil surveys and maps
and all other pertinent available information.”

Drought, Insects and Temporary Circumstances Policy (2012)
The MWGA urges the Public land managers not to react too
hastily to range conditions brought by drought, fire, insects or
other temporary circumstances, by adopting untried policies,
which may be counterproductive in the long run. Instead, the
MWGA suggest consultation and cooperation with range users
and utilization of existing management techniques, which have
proven their worth.

Whereas: MCA 15-7-201 states “The Legislative intent on valuing agricultural land is that the value determined reasonably
approximates that which the average Montana farmer or rancher
could have attained.”
Whereas: The Montana Department of Revenue has failed in
it’s obligation under Montana Law to fairly classify grazing
land. In many situations DOR has identified productive capacity of grazing lands to be three or more times higher than Natural
Resource Conservation Service range technicians have established for the ranchers grazing system using the same “Soil Survey and other pertinent available information that the DOR is
required by law to use. (See Rebish & Helle, Helle Livestock,
Ruby Dell Ranch, Sauerbier Ranches, Inc vs. The Department
of Revenue of the State of Montana).

Furthermore, existing policies should not be abandoned hastily
for a promised quick fix.
Species Introduction and Relocation(2012)
Whereas, BLM, Forest Service and State Lands are mandated
for multiple use purposes, e.g. grazing, wildlife, oil and gas,
timber and recreation, and
Whereas, federal and state agencies are attempting to relocate,
introduce or re-introduce species on public lands and in streams
that may have a negative impact on these multiple uses, and

Whereas: The Montana Department of Revenue, in its’ attempt
to find a “one size fits all” approach to valuation of agricultural
land in a State as large and diverse as Montana, has failed to
provide the County DOR Offices with the flexibility necessary
to arrive at land productivity values characteristic with area conditions.

Whereas, this relocation, introduction or re-introduction will
have an impact on future funding of the MFWP and DNRC due
to the loss of revenues generated from the multiple uses of these
lands,
Now therefore be it resolved, MWGA urges the agencies to perform a scientifically sound economic and social impact statement before any species relocation, introduction or reintroduction occurs.

Be it therefore resolved that: The Montana Woolgrowers Association work with other appropriate Montana agricultural producer associations to work with the Montana Department of
Revenue to modify it’s internal procedural process to allow
County DOR Offices the flexibility to work with local Natural
Resource Conservation Service Offices and local landowners to
arrive at a valuation system to determine land values for taxation purposes which uses “Soil Surveys ... and other pertinent
available information ... to value agricultural land ... which ...
the average Montana farmer or rancher could have attained”.

Public Access Control (2012)
Public access for recreational purposes is causing damage from
fire, erosion, and the spread of noxious weeds, and is causing
unnecessary hardship and frustration to the land leased holders.
The poorly marked public land boundaries leads to damage on
private land and causes unnecessary hardship and frustration to
lease holders.
Therefore the MWGA requests that the Fish, Wildlife, and
Parks, DNRC, BLM and County Law Enforcement come to14

Be it further resolved that: If a reasonable resolution to this
situation cannot be attained working within DOR’s internal procedural processes, Montana Woolgrowers Association and others will seek action through the Montana Legislature to amend
the law governing DOR’s agricultural land valuation procedures.
Be it further resolved that: That the Montana Woolgrowers
opposes any change in shortening land reappraisal schedules.
Furthermore, MWGA seeks remedies for discrepancies in reappraisals through the ag land valuation committee.
FWP Land Purchase (2012) Board interim policy adopted on
December 7, 2012
Whereas Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks (FWP) has been purchasing private land parcels throughout the state,

A Tale of Two Conventions
By Brent Roeder
The 129th Annual Convention kicked off Thursday,
November 29th at a social sponsored by Lammers Wool and
held at the Center of the Nation Warehouse in Billings. It’s a
great time to visit with old friends and catch up on all the news
before the busy convention schedule starts. Thank to Scott,
Larry and Ray for welcoming us to Billings.
President Randy Tunby opened the general session by
welcoming MSU Animal and Range Sciences Department Head
Glenn Duff. Dr. Duff told the assembled producers that student
numbers are high, they are advertising for a replacement for Dr.
Dennis Cash, and looking for a permanent replacement for Tom
Wolfe, who taught the Horseshoeing School. There were recently three additions to the department. Dr. Craig Carr is a
range ecologist, Carl Yeoman is a rumen and gastrointestinal
biologist, and Jennifer Thomson is the new geneticist. All three
currently have research projects looking into sheep.
Dr.’s Rodney Kott and Lisa Surber gave an overview
of activities at the MSU Wool Lab and Lisa presented a
slideshow of their tour of the Chargeur’s scouring plant and
Cresent sock mill tour in Jamestown, South Carolina. Rodney
talked about how the Crescent Sock Company is wanting to use
more American wool as our wool has more resistance to compression than Australian wool of the same micron. This is
mostly because they have breed all the crimp out of their wool
in attempt to gain length.
Secretary Brent Roeder, Dr. Lisa Kott, and Dr. Rachel
Frost gave attendees and overview of the new MWGA website,
MWGA Facebook page, e-Extension, and several searchable
databases on sheep and range research.
After enjoying a fine lamb lunch, convention attendees
were kept speechless as they listened to MSU President Waded
Cruzado’s vision for the future of our land grant university. We
are very fortuinate to have her as President and look forward to
our continued progress with her on a new Wool Lab.
The afternoon session consisted of a panel discussion
on predator management in Montana. The focus was on how
predator management is currently funded, what is working,
what is not, and what changes need to be made. The general
consensus of the crowd was that ranchers and now sportsmen
are bearing the brunt of predator impacts with little redress
coming from people who wanted them. George Edwards of the
Live Stock Loss Board and Jim Brown discussed the proposed
bill to use general fund money to help Wildlife Services offset
some of the management expenses they incur working with
wolves and bears.

Whereas (FWP) has no fiscal plan for future management/
upkeep ie…fencing of these purchased lands,
Whereas (FWP) is in direct competition with private citizens
purchasing agriculture use lands, thus taking them out of production agriculture,
Whereas (FWP) has failed to adequately fund wolf management
activities,
Therefore be it resolved MWGA is against all current and future
land purchases by (FWP),
Be it further resolved MWGA request (FWP) shift dollars used
to purchase land into predator control which benefits all species
of wildlife as well as livestock production.

Lambing Sanity Test
Answers from page 9
1. Johnny.
2. Meat.
3. Mt. Everest. It just wasn’t discovered yet.
4. There is no dirt in a hole.
5. Incorrectly (except when it is spelled incorrecktly).
6. Billie lives in the southern hemisphere.
7. You can’t take a picture with a wooden leg. You need a cam
era (or iPad or cell phone) to take a picture.
8. You would be in 2nd place. You passed the person in second
place, not first.
9. Neither. Egg yolks are yellow.
10. One. If he combines all his haystacks, they all become one
big stack.
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Other participants were John Steuber-State Director for Wildlife
Services, Christian MacKay-Executive of the Board of Livestock, and Jay Bodner of the Montana Stockgrowers.
The evening concluded with breakout committees on
resolutions and finally concluded with the Western Ranch Waterhole and speed shear. A special thanks to Shane and all the
crew at Western Ranch for the social and Mike and Cheryl
Schuldt for organizing the shearing. During the speed shear we
raised $2,580 for the MSU Wool Judging Team and $4,505 for
the legislative fund. Thanks to director Mike Hollenbeck for
auctioneering and Wool Council member Wade Kopren for calling the speed shear.
Larry Prager-Center of the Nation Wool, Bruce BarkerGreat Plains Wool, and Jason Bannowski-Lempriere gave an
update on the wool market. The market is holding steady, Texas and New Mexico have lost a large portion of their wool production due to drought and hair sheep, and everyone is wondering what the government budget cuts will do to military wool
procurement.
John Steuber –State Director For Wildlife Services
updated us on their status. They are still short 4 trappers and
neighboring trappers and district supervisors are filling as best
as they can. They have had to reduce flying time due to budget
cuts, but hopefully the new bill MWGA is sponsoring will help
with some of this.

view of agriculture policy in 2013 and beyond. On the Farm
Bill he said “Who Knows?”. It’s getting tougher to pass because of the federal deficit, many people think farmers no longer need subsidies, we have record farm income, and benefits are

President Randy Tunby addresses the crowd
typically concentrated among a few large operators. Eighty
percent of farm benefits are received by about 6,000 operators.
He also told us that 60,0000 Montana families are on food assistance. Seventy percent of our national debt is owned by the US
and thirty percent is overseas debt.
Dr. Smith reported twenty percent of our health care
dollars are spent on administrative costs and the next highest in
the world is ten percent. He also said CRP acres are dropping,
CSP may not survive, and EQUIP will be maintained.

President Waded Cruzado addresses the Woolgrowers
Les Graham and Jim Larson of Montana Ag Safety
Program told everyone that hydrolic cattle chutes are causing
more and more injuries. Ranchers and employees need to watch
their prescription drug use restrictions when operating machinery and Gene reminded attendees that his safety inspections are
confidential, for your benefit, and not reported to the state.
Incoming American Sheep Industry Clint Krebs of
Heppner, OR gave a great slide show presentation about the
years his family ran sheep on the Blackfoot Reservation at
Browning. I’ll write up a special on it for the June edition as he
covered a good deal of ground and most producers will find it of
interest.
Dr. Vincent Smith-Professor of Ag Economics at MSU
and Scholar at the American Enterprise Institute gave an over16

American Sheep Industry Vice President Clint Krebs
reported on the national organizations activities in the past year.
ASI is trying to get wolf indemnity in the Farm Bill, secure
funding for the Sheep Improvement Center, increase lamb exports, and accelerate continued purchases of frozen lamb by the
USDA for food assistance. They are also trying to fix problems
with Mandatory Price Reporting, and the Livestock Risk Protection program. He said they are concerned about the spread in
prices between live lambs and carcasses. The Super Wash system purchased through the efforts of the American Wool Council has exceeded production goals by forty percent and has been
a huge success in re-establishing the domestic wool market.
The state convention concluded with the annual meeting, banquet, Make It With Wool Fashion Review, and dance.
Over 200 of people attended this years convention. We are currently working on plans for the 2013 convention which will be
the associations 130th annual convention. Preliminary plans
center around hands-on, producer related, rotating workshops,
an expanded trade show, and some form of Lamb Jam connected to the speed shear.
A big thank-you to Zoey McRae for keeping the hotel
staff informed of the schedule, Peggy Kelley for working registration, Amanda Tunby for organizing the auctions, Mike Hollenbeck, Wade Kopren, and Mike and Cheryl Schuldt for putting the shearing together, and our committee chairs for making
the resolutions committees function.

Chuck Dallas, Tom Helle, Mark Miller, and Bob Gilbert catch
up on old times between sessions.
their lambs, the only option left was the feedlot. By not being
able to extend our lamb supply over several months, we now
have too much lamb hitting the market at the same time. This is
an issue that will have to be addresses for the future.
The main thing our industry need right now are timely
spring snows and rains. It would sure solve a number of problems so we could work on the others we can control.

American Sheep Industry Convention
The American Sheep Industry Convention was held in
San Antonio, Texas on January 22-26. Montana was very well
represented at the convention with at least one producer from
our state serving on almost every committee at the convention.
The main topic on everyone’s mind was what happened to the lamb market in 2012. I attended several sessions
dealing with this issue and cannot say that anyone had a definitive answer. Most sessions included packers, feeders and producers. The main consensus is that lamb prices got too high in
2011 and caused demand destruction, this slowed the lambs
coming out of the feedlot and led to an increase in carcass
weights and a decrease in the quality of product. This caused a
build-up of supply of a poor quality product on a declining market. Imports stayed about the same mostly through ASI’s efforts with the Tri-Lamb meetings. Reading the international
news and talking to people from overseas, they saw roughly the
same price declines and conditions we experienced.
The drought covering most of the continental United
States has not helped the situation. It has been driving up the
price of hay, pasture rentals, corn and just about everything else.
Costs of gains on feedlot lambs at one point were around $1.60
per pound of gain and feeders were losing upwards of $200 per
lamb. These dry conditions compounded the problems in the
Imperial Valley. Several years ago upwards of 300,000 lambs
were wintered there and moved to the feedlots as needed. The
City of Los Angelos is now renting or buying huge amounts of
water from the project and idling many 1,000’s of acres. The
rules governing lettuce production don’t allow lettuce to be
raised on fields grazed by livestock for 5 years due to the E coli
scare. These conditions now mean that only about 80,000
lambs are wintered in the Imperial Valley. With ranchers all
over the west facing short feed conditions and no place to hold

2012 Convention Donations
Please thank these Businesses and Producers for
supporting our Convention.
Bruce Barker
Center of the Nation
Sieben Live Stock
Sieben Ranch Company
Lehfeldt Rambouillets
Lehfeldt Land and Live
Western Ranch Supply
Pipestone Veterinary Clinic
McRae Brothers Targhees

Montana Ram Sale Committee Meeting
Holiday Inn Grand-Billings
1:00 PM June 3rd,2013
We will be discussing budgeting, the internet broadcast, and allotment numbers
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that is currently used for farming, ranching, and wildlife management.
The Wilks brothers remain active citizens in Cisco,
located just a few miles up U.S. Route 183 from Farris’ church.
The brothers’ recent philanthropic efforts have benefited causes
from the Cisco fire department to The Open Door, a pregnancy
and family resource center. Editor’s Note: The Wilks brothers
have recently purchased several large ranches in Montana. The
N Bar at Flatwillow and the Careless Creek Ranch east of Harlowton are two of the more well known.

Wilks Brothers
Edwin Durgy, Forbes Staff
Search “Farris Wilks” on Google and the first result is
Wilks Masonry, a family-run masonry outfit operating in Texas
and Oklahoma. The Wilks’ masonry portfolio includes dozens of
area high schools, municipal buildings and even OSU’s Boone
Pickens Stadium. The second hit is the Assembly of Yahweh 7th
Day, a Christian church in Rising Star, TX where Farris serves
as pastor.
That suggests a certain kind of man: successful, bluecollar and religious. You might even call the Cisco, TX resident
wealthy in a community where the median household income
stands at $33,846, nearly $18,000 below the national average.
But Farris, and his younger brother Dan, aren’t just the owners
of a prosperous family business; they’re billionaires worth an
estimated $1.4 billion. Each. Together that’s $1.35 billion more
than Mr. Pickens.
What is absent from Google is any mention of the
Wilks’ fortune, or the deal that secured these newcomers a spot
on this year’s Forbes 400 list of the wealthiest Americans.
The Wilks’ family history is a veritable American
dream. In the 1950s their father, Voy Wilks, was a factory worker raising his family of seven in a three-room former goat shed.
Voy dreamed of owning his own home and took it upon himself
to build it, learning the craft of masonry in the process. When
his boss at the factory later denied his request for a small raise
Voy promptly quit and took up masonry full time. Farris and
Dan followed in their father’s footsteps as professional masons,
plying their trade across Texas and Oklahoma before coming
together to found Wilks Masonry in 1995. Less than a decade
later the entrepreneurial pair entered the energy industry with the
founding of hydraulic fracturing and oil field services firm Frac
Tech in 2002.
Hydraulic fracturing is a process that facilitates the
extraction of fossil fuels, namely natural gas, by utilizing highly
pressurized fluids to cut through rock layers. Advances in hydraulic fracturing technology made the mining of previously
inaccessible shale gas reserves economically feasible in the late
1990s, most famously in the Barnett Shale in northern Texas.
Since, shale gas production in the region has exploded, sparking
what National Geographic has dubbed the Great Shale Gas
Rush. After successfully riding the rush for nearly a decade, the
brothers sold their combined interest in Frac Tech in May to a
group of investors led by Temasek Holdings, Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund. The Wilks’ took in about $3.2 billion of the
total $3.5 billion sale; the brothers owned 68% of Frac Tech.
Temasek partnered with RRJ Capital Consortium in the acquisition, with equity holder Chesapeake Energy Corporation increasing its stake in Frac Tech from 26% to 30% and receiving a
$200 million cash distribution. The deal was financed in part
with a $1.7 billion senior secured credit facility arranged by
Bank of America Merrill Lynch and Citigroup Global Markets.
Dan and Farris got a taste of billionaire life back in January
when they bought the iconic N Bar Ranch in Montana from fellow Forbes 400 member Tom Siebel. The property was listed at
$45 million. The purchase seems fitting for a pair that according
to Staci Wilks of Wilks Brothers, LLC are still west Texas “farm
boys” at heart and spend their spare time hunting and fly fishing.
According to Staci Wilks, the brothers also maintain extensive
land holdings in Texas, Kansas, Idaho and Montana, real estate

Stan Boone Retires From Board of Livestock
Board of Livestock
Stan Boone will miss the camaraderie and being involved, but not the 10-hour round-trip drive from his ranch near
Ingomar. So said Boone earlier this month after travelling to
Helena for his final meeting as a member of the Montana Board
of Livestock. “I never liked the drive, but I’ll miss being involved and interacting with the board and livestock community,”
said Boone, who served the board as a representative of the cattle industry. “It was always interesting, and I was always learning something new.” Boone also did a fair bit of travelling on
his way to serving on the board.
A Navy brat from Maryland who moved around a lot as
a kid, Boone was in California working for Xerox when he and
his late wife, Carole, decided to buy a ranch and move to Montana. “We both loved horses and read everything we could get
our hands on about livestock and ranching,” Boone said. “So we
sold our place in California and bought a ranch in the Bitterroot.” That was in 1972. In 1989, Boone moved again, selling
his place in the Bitterroot to buy a ranch near Ingomar. “We
saw change coming to the Bitterroot, and figured we’d eventually lose our Forest Service grazing leases,” Boone said. “Those
leases are long gone now, and have been for many years.”
The move from west to east is one he doesn’t regret.
“It takes a lot of land to run cattle in this country, but it’s good
open range country,” he said. “It’s a lot different than ranching
in the Bitterroot, where you only have two seasons: Haying and
feeding. I’m glad we made the move.” Boone and his son,
Mark, who handles most of the day-to-day operations now, run
as many as 800 cow-calf pairs on the VX Ranch, which is located near…well, not near anything. “We’re pretty far off the main
roads,” Boone said. “You get close to the people you love when
you’re as remote as we are, and Carole (who passed away last
year) and I were very close. I miss her every day.”
The Boones, who were married 48 years, also have two
other children: Susannah, who teaches school in Miles City, and
John, a Navy pilot with more than 100 combat missions now
training to command aircraft carriers. “I’m very proud of all of
my kids,” he said. “They’ve accomplished a lot.” And while it
doesn’t quite stack up to his kids, Boone is also proud of his
work on the board, which dealt with some “pretty big issues”
during his tenure. One of the biggest, he said, was brucellosis.
“We spent a lot of time – a lot of time – on brucellosis,” he said. “It’s a complex and difficult issue, and it wasn’t
easy, but we now have a plan (the Designated Surveillance Area,
or DSA) that reduces the risk of transmission while protecting
the marketability of our cattle. Some people may not be happy
with some of the specifics, but the DSA is a good thing for the
state and its cattle producers.”
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He referenced the recently released USDA review of
the department’s brucellosis program. “They (USDA) said
we’re doing a pretty good job of managing brucellosis, and
that’s something the board and department can be proud of,” he
said. Boone also says the board made “good hires” with executive officer Christian Mackay and state veterinarian Marty
Zaluksi. “Look at the progress the department has made in just
a few short years,” Boone said. “We have a brucellosis program,
a new market system, new online services and a lot of other
things we didn’t use to have. And we’ve managed to do it on a
pretty tight budget.” If Boone could send one parting message
to the livestock community, it would be simple: PARTICIPATE! “I’d like to see the livestock community participate in
board meetings more,” he said. “It really helps board members
understand the impact of certain actions, how board actions affect you.” Known as a careful thinker and man of few words,
Boone will be missed.

Montana Woolgrowers Annual
Summer Campout
A date and place for the 2013 campout has not
been selected yet. The current discussion is leaning towards a late July date and possibly renting
a camp ground on the east end of Fort Peck
Lake.

I will have an update in the June edition of the
Woolgrower with full details.
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ipated price gains for both crops and livestock. As production
values have climbed over the past decade, so have the underlying values of the real estate: in most states, fully-operational
ranches like Broken O have welcomed double-digit appreciation
every year, save 2009. This year alone, farmland values have
jumped dramatically, up 13% in the third quarter compared to
the same time last year, according to the Federal Reserve Bank
of Chicago.
In addition to its agricultural capacity, Broken O boasts
a few luxury amenities its new billionaire owner is sure to like.
There’s a 10,000-square-foot main house that overlooks the river and the Rocky Mountains. It has an indoor swimming pool.
Recreational activities on the sprawling compound include trout
fishing, hunting and wildlife viewing.
Kroenke initially made his fortune developing commercial and retail properties. The Kroenke Group owns several hundred warehouse facilities, apartment buildings and shopping
centers, many of which are anchored by Wal-Mart — the big
box giant his wife’s father Bud Walton co-founded. (Billionaire
heiress Ann Walton Kroenke is worth $4.5 billion — more than
her husband — thanks to Wal-Mart.)
In addition to the Broken O Ranch, Kroneke owns Cedar Creek Ranch and PV Ranch, both located in Montana, and
Wyoming’s Q Creek Land & Livestock Company, which at
540,000-plus acres is the largest contiguous ranch in the Rockies. Other land holdings include Douglas Lake Ranch, the largest privately-owned cattle ranch in Canada, and two wineries.
Kroenke’s other business endeavors include ownership of the
NBA’s Denver Nuggets, the NHL’s Colorado Avalanche, the
NFL’s St. Louis Rams, and the Premier League soccer club Arsenal. He and Ann primarily reside in Columbia, Mo.
Mike Swan of Bates Sanders Swan Land Company
represented the Moore family and Joel Leadbetter of Hall and
Hall represented Kroenke in the transaction.

Broken O
www.forbes.com
It was only a matter of time before a cash-flush investor
bought the Broken O Ranch. Asking $132.5 million in cold hard
cash, the 124,000 acre Montana farm is one of the largest agricultural operations in the Rocky Mountain West, offering an
alluring investment opportunity to those bullish on soft commodities. Turns out one American billionaire agrees.
Stanley Kroenke, a real estate mogul worth $4 billion
by Forbes’ estimate, assumed ownership of Broken O Ranch on
Tuesday for an undisclosed price. Kroenke, known for his ownership of sports teams like the NBA’s Denver Nuggets and the
NFL’s St. Louis Rams, is believed to have plunked down nine
figures for the property, according to people familiar with the
deal.
“Bill Moore obviously had the vision, expertise and
wherewithal to assemble one of the finest cattle and farming
operations in the United States. Mr. Kroenke looks forward to
building on that incredible legacy,” said Sam Connolly, general
manager of Kroenke Ranches, in a statement.
Prior to this purchase, Kroenke’s personal portfolio
held an estimated 740,000 acres’ worth of U.S. real estate, making him the 10th largest landowner in America, according to the
Land Report. With the addition of Broken O’s 124,000 acres, he
is now the eighth largest in the country, eclipsing the Reed and
Pingree families’ land holdings. At 864,000 acres, his holdings
still trail million-plus-acre owners like John Malone, Brad Kelley and Ted Turner.
The ranch was created by William and Desiree Moore,
the late founders of the Kelly-Moore Paint Company. This is the
first time it has ever changed hands. ”We are pleased that the
Broken O will be in the hands of a new owner of Stan Kroenke’s
caliber and commitment to agriculture,” stated the Moore family, following the sale.
Located near Augusta, Broken O took nearly 25 years
to assemble, resulting in a massive property that stretches 20
miles along the Sun River and spans three counties. It’s the largest irrigated farm in the state of Montana, boasting extensive
water rights. Annually, it produces 700,000 bushels of smallgrain crops and 25,000 tons of alfalfa hay. One of the top commercial cattle operations in the Rocky Mountains, livestock includes 3,500 “mother” cows, 800 replacement heifers and 175
range bulls. The ranch was being marketed as turn-key, meaning
machinery, staff and business arrangements would pass on to the
new owner intact.
When Broken O came to market in December, Michael
Swan, a managing broker with Bates Sanders Swan Land Co.
and the agent representing the ranch, told Forbes it was likely
“the largest production ranch to come on the western real estate
scene in decades.” Interest had come not only from wealthy individuals, but investment groups and agricultural REITs, because of the scale and diversity of the ranch’s agricultural production. According to Swan: “Operationally, the ranch is postured to capitalize on fluctuating grain and beef markets.”
That fact may have helped lure Kroenke to expand his
portfolio. Despite a devastating drought that plagued much of
the U.S. during the summer season, farm equity is projected to
reach a new record high in 2012, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Economic Research Service, and the value
of agricultural sector production is expected rise thanks to antic-

Dana Ranch
Great Falls Tribune
David Killam of Laredo, Texas bought the Dana Ranch
in Cascade County from the Cameron family.
The Dana Ranch includes 45,000 acres of deeded land
and 14,000 acres of state lease land. The ranch includes a group
of three units on or near the river, containing approximately
3,600 acres and situated along four miles of the Missouri River
just above and below Cascade. The second part is a mountain
unit containing over 55,000 acres located 20 miles to the south
of the river units along the headwaters of Hound Creek.
David Killam is the manager of Killam Cos., which has holding
in oil and gas and ranch operations.
“The operation of the Dana Ranch will remain the
same, a cattle operation with some hay production,” said David
Johnson of Hall and Hall, the agency that listed the property.
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Corn owns and operates sheep, cattle and goats, lambing around 3,000 ewes annually. He is a fourth-generation
rancher who is proud to be working with the next generation, his
son, Bronson. The Corn family has been raising sheep in the
Roswell area since the 1880s. Corn owns and operates his own
ranch, as well as leases additional ranches, operating around
125,000 acres. His herd consists of white-faced, fine-wool
sheep, mainly a merino cross, and he markets his lambs through
Enchantment Lamb Co-op.
Corn is also the majority owner of Roswell Wool
Warehouse, which he and his partners purchased in 1992. Roswell is now the largest wool warehouse by volume in the United States with an additional facility in Long Beach, Calif. Corn
says he believes the warehouse continues to be successful because it is operated by "producer oriented" owners who are also
part of the sheep industry.
Corn is an active member of ASI's Re-build the Sheep
Industry Committee, Chaves County Farm Bureau, New Mexico
Hereford Association and is past president of the New Mexico
Wool Growers Association and of the Chaves County Soil and
Water Conservation District. He previously represented Region
VI on ASI's Executive Board and served as vice chair of ASI's
Resource Management Council.
Corn earned a Ranch Management Certificate from
Texas Christian University. He has been married to his bride,
Jennifer, for 29 years. They have three children (Jessica, Bronson, Jenny) and one grandson (Garrett).
"I consider being elected ASI secretary/treasurer as a
great honor and a privilege," says Corn. "With the ranch established in New Mexico in 1878 and our family now starting the
sixth generation in livestock production, the passion for this
industry runs deep in my family. Sheep paid for our ranches in
the beginning and I'm looking forward to the day when sheep
will rule the range once again!"
ASI is a national trade organization supported by 46
state sheep associations, benefiting the interests of more than
81,000 sheep producers.

ASI ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
The American Sheep Industry Association's (ASI)
Board of Directors elected new officers at the 2013 ASI/
National Lamb Feeders Association Convention on Jan. 26 in
San Antonio, Texas. Elected to the office of president is Clint
Krebs of Ione, Ore.; Burton Pfliger of Bismarck, N.D., as vice
president; and Mike Corn, Roswell, N.M., as secretary/treasurer.
A fourth-generation sheep producer, Krebs, has been running
sheep his entire life. He currently runs range ewes as well as
operates a lamb feedlot. His only break from sheep was to get
his bachelor's degree in agriculture economics from Oregon
State University.
Before being elected president, Krebs represented
Washington, Oregon, California and Hawaii on the ASI Executive Board and served two years in each of the vice president
and secretary/treasurer positions. He has served as chair of ASI's
Re-build the Sheep Industry Committee, co-chair of the ASI
Resource Management Council and has been a director for the
National Lamb Feeders Association. In addition, Krebs has
served as president of the Oregon Sheep Growers Association
and chairman of the Oregon Sheep Commission.
Krebs and his wife, Maureen, have two daughters, Jessica Langley and Shelby, and a son, Cameron, who works alongside the Krebs at the ranch.
"With excellent speakers and attendance, we had a
great convention. Best of all, we heard that by 2014, the industry
could possibly see an increase in sheep production," says Krebs,
further welcoming the new ASI Executive Board members.
"Although as an industry we have a lot of new issues, and some
of the same old issues, I welcome the new executive board
members and I'm confident we will come up with fresh ideas to
address our challenges."
Pfliger is a third-generation sheep rancher who was
born into the business. He earned a Bachelor of Science Degree
in Animal Science from North Dakota State University. Currently, Pfliger and his wife Pattie run approximately 400 ewes,
which make up a purebred Hampshire flock, a purebred Suffolk
flock and a flock of Rambouillet/Dorset cross commercial ewes.
The Hampshire and Suffolk flocks are used to produce range
and terminal sires.
Prior to being elected vice president, Pfliger was ASI's
secretary/treasurer and served as the Region IV representative.
Pfliger previously served as the chairman of the Production,
Education and Research Council and the Wool Council, and
additionally, he served on the Legislative Action Council and
the Predator Management Committee. He was elected to four
terms as president of the North Dakota Lamb and Wool Producers.
In addition, Pfliger served as vice chairman on the executive board of the Ag Coalition in North Dakota, and has
served as the chairman of North Dakota State University's
(NDSU) Board of Ag Research, Livestock Granting Committee.
Pfliger was nominated to NDSU's Agriculturist of the Year and
was presented the North Dakota Master Sheep Producer award
in 2005.
"I am honored to be elected by my fellow producers
and look forward to working with all segments of the industry to
improve and strengthen domestic sheep production," says
Pfliger.

ASI President Clint Krebs-Ione, Oregon
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ronmental Quality Incentive Program, the Steffees have been
able to divide their pasture into manageable paddocks including
spring development and water tank installation. The farm was
named the 2010 Muskingum County Resource Conservation
Award winner and also received the Environmental Stewardship
Award at the most recent Ohio Livestock Coalition Awards Ceremony.
When asked to describe their conservation philosophy,
the Steffees say it involves passing the land onto others by being
good stewards of the land by conserving and enhancing soil,
water, air and woodlands.
Receiving the Shepherd's Award for Media was Wallace Sinclair of Milo, Maine. Sinclair is the publisher of Mainely
Agriculture, a statewide newspaper containing news about agriculture, particularly sheep farming. The newspaper was started
five years ago to help complete a sheep dairy building project at
Sinclair's farm and has now developed into a marketing tool for
all farmers.

ASI RECOGNIZES FOUR AWARD
RECIPIENTS AT 2013 CONVENTION
Outstanding U.S. sheep industry members were honored for their contributions to the industry at an awards luncheon held Jan. 25, at the American Sheep Industry Association
(ASI)/National Lamb Feeders Association Convention in San
Antonio, Texas.
Florence Cubiburu from Stockton, Calif., received a
standing ovation as she accepted the McClure Silver Ram
Award for her lifetime of achievement and dedication to supporting the American sheep industry. Cubiburu was born into
the sheep industry, and she carries that lifelong passion with her
daily. She was the first woman president of the California Wool
Growers Association and recipient of its Master Shepherd
Award, a member of the California Sheep Commission Board
and main proponent of its development, American Lamb Board
member and has held numerous seats on ASI councils and committees. Vision and drive is something that Cubiburu encompasses and carries forth when thinking about this industry.
She is called the epitome sheep ambassador in one of
her nomination letters, stating, "Florence Cubiburu is well
known to producer, industry, government, legislative and regulatory offices across this continent. There is no more deserving
individual we know who meets the quality of the McClure Silver Ram Award."
During her acceptance speech, Cubiburu said she was
"humbled and honored to receive this recognition" and thanked
her family for supporting her endeavors in the industry throughout the years.
The Camptender Award was presented to Charles Parker, Ph.D., of Columbus, Ohio, for his work as educator, scientist, industry leader, promoter and visionary in the sheep industry for the past 50 years. Parker focused his research at the Ohio
Ag Research Station on intensive management systems and genetic selection for reproductive growth efficiencies, his work
then continued as director of the U.S. Sheep Experiment Station
in Dubois, Idaho. He later came back to The Ohio State University (OSU) as chair of the Animal Sciences Department and developed the OSU sheep flock into an educational and research
flock. His research activities cut across the full spectrum of
sheep performance traits, including the assessment and improvement of carcass merit, performance recording, ewe productivity,
genetic resistance to footrot and internal parasites, new breed
development and many more. He is well-known for his pursuit
of the "Holy Grail" of sheep production: maximizing the pounds
of quality lamb marketed per ewe per year.
Even in retirement, Parker has continued to be a leader
and mentor to academia and industry leaders. Accepting the
award, he said, "It has been a pleasure to work with producers in
almost every state on sheep industry issues over the years and I
am very proud to do that."
Francis and Shirley Steffee of Steffee Farms, Dresden,
Ohio, were awarded the Environmental Stewardship Award for
their tremendous commitment to the environment through everyday management practices with their flock. The Steffees have
worked with the Muskingum Soil and Water Conservation District to implement numerous conservation practices on their
farm including spring development, tile drainage, grassed waterways and paddocks for grazing. They also manage their woodlands and plant grass cover for wildlife. By utilizing the Envi-

Akbash Dogs
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Muntefering was selected as the First Place Senior
2013 Wool Ambassador by making a full-length front zipper
and balloon-bottom cashmere coat with green, crushed velvet
adorning the collar and sleeves. Her dress features a pleated
center and is accented with a broach. Among other prizes,
Muntefering's first-place winnings included a $1,500 scholarship from ASI Women. The senior division was open to contestants ages 17 to 24.
Brittany Lippy of Manchester, Md., and Jacob
Worthington of Orem, Utah, won First Runner-Up Junior Division and Senior Division, respectively. Lippy made a semifitted, lined brown/blue tweed jacket and matching pants and
vest in ivory and slate blue. Worthington made a light-weight
brown heather suit consisting of a jacket with two single-welt
lower pockets with flaps, a single vent and interior double-welt
pockets and pants featuring front pleats and cuffs.
Charlene Colon from Fayetteville, N.C., was named
the 2013 National MIWW Adult Winner with her three-piece
ensemble inspired by Chanel Couture. The ensemble features
three different textures and weight of wool. As part of her winnings, Colon won an all-expense-paid trip to the national competition in San Antonio.
The winner of the Fashion/Apparel Design Award was
Jo'se Reyes of Houston, Texas, a student of Houston Community College pursuing a fashion career. Reyes constructed a women's suit of wool and silk. The jacket and fitted pencil skirt are
fully lined. Black silk insets give the wearer a fitted silhouette
look. Some of the unique features include the bow closure with
cascading tiers and slightly belled sleeves. The entire suit was
pattern drafted and inspired by the 1950s craze of the fitted
waist. Reyes' winnings include a $1,000 scholarship for his winning outfit from the American Wool Council and an all-expense
-paid trip to the national competition.
A total of 59 junior and senior finalists representing 31
states and the New England region modeled their creations at
the national competition. Contestants nationwide entered competitions at the state level and utilized more than 1,837 yards of
wool fabric and more than 337 skeins of yarn to create their
garments.

Montana Make It With Wool Contest Winners
By Jean Harrison
The Montana Make It With Wool State contest was
again held this year at the Montana Wool Growers Convention
in Billings. The completion is one of the highlights of the convention, as the outfits and creativity continually amaze convention goers.
The Junior MT MIWW winner is Courtney Taylor of
Ronan. This is her 4th year sewing for MIWW her 3 piece garment a grey plaid skirt cut on bias is worn with yellow top &
grey vest.
Senior winner is Erick Stedje a student at MSU Bozeman. He entered a two piece outfit of black worsted wool
pants and plaid jacket with knitted sleeves. The jacket front &
back are line with wool batting shorn from Erick’s 4-H sheep.
Adult winner Michal Ann Stedje of Ronan. She wore a
3 piece ensemble of lightweight plaid pants, coral top and color
blocking bias pieced jacket. Michal Ann works at Ronan
schools and is a 4-H leader.
Erick Stedje showing off his smooth moves in San Antonio.

Charlene Colon from Fayetteville, N.C., MIWW Adult Winner;
Kylie Manville of Valley Falls, Kan., Junior Wool Ambassador;
Mallory Muntefering of Dimock, S.D., Senior Wool Ambassador; and Jo'se Reyes of Houston, Texas, Fashion/Apparel Design Winner with guest model, Monika Pham.

National Make It With Wool Contest Winners
By ASI
State-winning Make It With Wool (MIWW) contestants competed in the national finals and awards program in a
fiesta-inspired style show during the American Sheep Industry
Association (ASI)/National Lamb Feeders Association Annual
Convention on Jan. 26. The designers taking top honors at the
65th annual national competition were Kylie Manville of Valley
Falls, Kan., and Mallory Muntefering of Dimock, S.D.
Manville won the title of First Place Junior 2013 Wool
Ambassador. Finding a need for more dressy clothes in her
wardrobe, Manville used a creative combination of wool and
mohair textures to construct a versatile burgundy and black
wool coat. Her gabardine wrap-around suit jacket is detailed
with curly mohair yarn that is needle-felted and appliqued to
add interest and coordinate with a soft mohair boucle skirt. In
addition to other prizes, Manville's winnings included a $1,000
scholarship from Pendleton Woolen Mills and a $500 scholarship from ASI Women. The junior division was open to youth
ages 13 to 16.
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ing the taxable wage cap (currently wages over $110,000 are not
taxed for Social Security) and gradually raising the retirement
age would be very helpful to the fiscal structure of this fund.
Also revising the benefits structure based on income level will
improve solvency. However, Medicare is unfunded by about
$38 trillion dollars. Over the next 20 years, Congress will have
to make significant reforms to make this program affordable and
sustainable for the long term. Establishing a budget for health
care would be a good start. Currently Congress has an open
checkbook for health care cost. Other underfundings are: Public employee/Military pensions and health plans, $5 trillion and
Infrastructure, $2 trillion.
Most experts agree that it would help to do away with
the arbitrary debt ceiling and adopt, legislatively, a standard of
Debt-to-Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of 60%. Congress has
made efforts to reduce the deficit with the passage of the Budget
Control Act and the Tax Payer Relief Act. This still leaves debt
on an upward path over the long term. Rather than allowing the
debt to grow or just barley stabilizing the debt, Congress must
put the debt -to-GDP ratio on a clear downward path. This will
require at least $2.4 trillion in new savings through 2023 and
substantially more saving over the long term.
Our leaders are unwilling to tell the American public
the truth about our fiscal condition. Therefore, the Montana
Community Preservation Alliance wanted to take this time to
highlight the problem and some solutions but most importantly
that much work lays ahead. In short the Congress needs to reduce the deficit, reform social insurance for future generations,
reform the tax code (broaden the base, lower the rates), and reduce health care cost. “The Problems are real and the solutions
are painful” Erskine Bowles. Continuing to mortgage our children and grandchildren future at record rates is not “only an
issue of fiscal responsibility but its’ an issue of immorality”
David Walker, former Comptroller General.
Here are some great internet sources for third party
information, we encourage you to be engaged, “We the people”
must be herd.

US Fiscal Condition: Fiscal Cliff or Fiscal Abyss?
Mike Ereaux
President Montana Community Preservation Alliance
By now, most people know that the US Congress
raised the debt ceiling above the limit of $16.4 trillion. The
history of the US Congress has produced 35 years of budget
deficits to create this debt. According to Fix the Debt (at
fixthedebt.org) the debt is distributed as follows: $11.4 trillion
in public debt with $6 trillion of debt held in the US, $5.4 trillion held by Foreign Countries, and $5 trillion of trust fund borrowing. Only the US held debt and foreign held debt is borrowed against. Trust fund borrowing is a result of Congress
using the unspent interest generated by Social Security and
Medicare.
Erskine Bowles, former Chief of Staff for President
Clinton and Co-Chair of the Fiscal Commission, provided an
arithmetic description of the annual Congressional budget at the
2012 American University Commencement Ceremony. “It's
easy to understand the problem. If you take last year, no 20
years ago or 20 years hence, and you took 100% of a the revenue that came into the country, every nickel, every single nickel
was spent last year on our mandatory spending and interest on
the debt. Mandatory spending is principally the spending we do
for the entitlement programs, Medicare, Medicaid and Social
Security.” That means that every dollar we spent on running
the government, every agency or department and the two wars
was borrowed and half of that was borrowed from foreign countries. Bowles described this situation as “crazy and it has to
stop”. Currently interest payments on the debt total $230 billion
and if Congress does not change this fiscal path, we will spend
$1 trillion on interest alone by 2020.
In addition to the $16.4 trillion debt, the Federal government has unfunded obligation in Social Security, Medicare,
public employee/military pensions and health plans, and infrastructure that total over $55 trillion dollars. That means that the
federal government, under current law would have to have $71.4
trillion dollars invested at Treasury rate of returns to generate
enough money to meet these obligations. How much has the
government invested? Zero dollars. This unfunded obligation
is not stationary. It is adding to this unfunded obligation at a
rate at about $10 million per minute. This is due to the fact that
66% of the budget is on “auto pilot” in Congressional law. The
big driver is a blip in the demographics known as the “Baby
Boomer” generation. Starting in 2008, 78 million baby boomers
will retire at a rate of 10,000 per day. Congressional law is unprepared to fund this demographic.
There are real deficiencies in social insurance programs
under current law. Disability insurance of Social Security will
be exhausted in 2016 adding to our trillion dollar defect and the
entire Social Security fund will be exhausted in 2033, with taxes
paying three quarters of a benefit thereafter. Hospital Insurance
of Medicare will be exhausted by 2024 adding to the defect and
the entire fund will be exhausted in 2027. At the 2011 Medicare
Trustee report, trustee Robert Reischauer commented that “I
don’t think anyone should spend sleepless nights worrying
whether your grandchildren or great grandchildren will have a
Medicare program to rely on I think we should all be worried
instead of how we will get through the next 15 years”.
Social Security is fixable, making it sustainable for
future generations, with a current deficit of $9 trillion. By rais-

1)http://crfb.org/- Committee for Responsible Federal Budget
provides analysis of budget impact by Congressional actions
including tax reform analysis and long term deficit analysis.
2)http://www.ssa.gov/oact/trsum/index.html - 2010-2011 - 2011
Medicare Trustee report
3)http://www.aei.org/events/2011/05/16/the-2011-medicaretrustees-report-the-baby-boomer-tsunami-event/
2010/2011Social Security and Medicare Trustee reports
4)http://www.momentoftruthproject.org/sites/default/files/
TheMomentofTruth12_1_2010.pdf - Fiscal Commission Report
with specific debt/deficit reform.
5)http://keepingamericagreat.org/10-million-a-minute-tour/
David Walker, former Comptroller General of the Government
Accounting Office (1998-2008), description of the total US Fiscal obligation.
Montana Community Preservation Alliance strives to
preserve the working landscapes and lifestyles of Montana and
promotes sustainable land use solutions to ensure social and
economic benefits for local communities and the region. PO
Box 1015, Malta, MT 59538 http://www.keepourwayoflife.org/
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movable jugs will be in each pen. As the ewes start lambing, a
moveable divider panel will split the pen keeping the lambed
and un-lambed ewes apart. When most of the ewes are lambed ,
some of the jugs are removed and the permanent jugs are converted to a creep feeder pen for the lambs. Lambs are vaccinated for C, D, and T at around 5 weeks and weaned en-mass at
between 8 and 10 weeks of age. The ewes are dry lotted until
mid-May, when they can go to summer pasture.
Lambs remain in the same pen they were born in and
are feed a TMR . Paul is contemplating shearing the lambs this
year to try and improve their gain and efficiency as temperatures
rise in late spring. As the barn will hold a around 1,000 ewes
and Paul’s ewes will wean around a 200% lamb crop, the barn
has one-time lamb feeding capacity of 2,000 head. They will
start selling loads of lambs in mid-July and market through several entities including Mountain States Lamb Coop.
Paul also wanted to include a permanent shearing floor
in the barn. One corner of the barn holds a 7 stand, raised floor
shearing stand , wool room, and a break room with showers and
sleeping quarters for the night lamber. The shearing stand is an
in-line tip chute with slide down doors familiar to most people
in Montana. Paul markets his wool through Center of the Nation in Billings. Thanks for the tour Paul.

Colonies Continually Improve Sheep Barns
I visited Paul Wipf at Cascade Colony between Cascade and Fort Shaw on a warm day in February that smelled like
spring. The crew was still putting the finishing touches on their
new lambing barn, but had enough pens up to put some ewes
and lambs in it. The old barn had served it’s purpose for many
years, but like many it was getting harder to maintain and Paul
wanted a new barn designed for more ewes, a higher drop, lower
labor requirements, and better ventilation and lighting. It is a
huge capital outlay, but Paul and the colony have faith in the
sheep business in the U.S. With decreasing sheep numbers everywhere and the high cost of land and leases, these intensive,
semi-confined units may hold the key for continued lamb production.

Grizzly Management in Montana
In June of 2012, a female grizzly bear killed more than
70 sheep in north central Montana during a two week period.
The kills occurred at three separate ranches, all located within
40 miles of Great Falls.
The kills did not occur on ranches located proximate to
a national forest, nor did they occur on a remote federal grazing
allotment. Rather, the kills occurred on the open plains – in an
area where grizzlies had not been seen in years.
This incident highlights the growing management challenge grizzlies are presenting to federal and state wildlife managers, and to Montana’s agriculture industry.
On the one hand, the fact that grizzly bears are being
found in greater and greater numbers on the plains is a testament
to the concerted effort to bring the grizzly bear population in
Montana back from the brink of extension. Grizzly bears in
Montana have been managed under the auspices of the Federal
Endangered Species Act since 1975. As a result of a population growth rate of roughly three percent, the federal government has determined that the grizzly bear population around
Yellowstone Park and in other areas of Montana is recovered,
and that management of the species can be turned over to the
State of Montana. Unfortunately, lawsuits by so-called environmental groups have prevented those delisting efforts from occurring – though the writing is on the wall and delisting will eventually occur.
While all Montanans can celebrate the success of the
grizzly bear recovery efforts, there is a reality that comes along
with grizzly bear population growth.
These realities are as follows:
First, Montana’s wildlife managers and officials need
to be immediately prepared to manage the species once the primary responsibility for the population is turned over from the
federal government to the State.
Second, as exemplified by the large sheep kill referenced earlier, the number of conflicts between humans

Paul spent two years researching , touring, and talking
to producers all over the U.S. to get the design specifications he
wanted. The new barn is 74 by 450 feet. The barn temperature
is automatically controlled by computer through a series or louviers and hot water heated pipes on the walls. An enormous
ventilation system was important to Paul to keep the ammonia
and moisture levels down and continually bring in fresh air.
When finished, it will have around 20 dirt floored pens that
measure 27.5 by 40 feet. Each pen will have 37.5 feet of permanent, adjustable bunk. Straw bales were a simply way to provide backing until permanent concrete can be poured. A central,
drive through alley with a concrete floor allows equipment sharing with other units on the colony to feed the TMR. Running
over head through every pen are two rails that various bins and
platforms can be attached to. The overhead rails are found on
almost every colony and are huge labor and time savers for
moving straw, pellets, chopped hay, or anything else.
Fifty shorn ewes will be placed in each pen prior to
lambing. Bunks are simply made by attaching a C-channel section to on either side of the permanent bunk posts and sliding
several 2X6 boards up and down to adjust the height and spacing for either ewes or lambs. Ewes are vaccinated with Covexin
8 after shearing and placed on a chopped hay and silage blend
TMR that’s fed twice per day. Eight permanent jugs and 6 re28

and livestock and grizzly bears is sure to increase – a
reality that will require policy makers and wildlife management
personnel to make difficult, but informed choices as to how best
to protect bears, humans, and livestock.
The discussion has already begun about reinstituting a
grizzly bear hunt in Montana as one tool to manage the growth
of the grizzly bear population. The hunt seems to be a popular
idea. However, hunting grizzly bears should not be seen as the
end-all, be-all tool for managing the species once they are delisted. Rather, like Montana’s gray wolf management plan, Montana needs to implement and to carry out a comprehensive management plan for grizzlies. Further, Montana needs to have a
clearly identified source of funds that can be used for grizzly
bear management purposes, and for the purpose of compensating livestock owners for losses due to grizzly bear attacks.
At present, because the grizzly bear is treated as a
threatened species under the Endangered Species Act, livestock
owners are not compensated by either the federal or the State of
Montana for losses that occur as a result of grizzly kills.
It is easy for the listener of this program to imagine the
devastating emotional loss experienced by the ranchers who had
their sheep killed during last June’s grizzly rampage. What may
be hard for the listener to image is the real amount of economic
loss suffered by those ranchers. Death loss is only a small portion of the actual economic injury to ranchers. Economic loss is
also caused by stress on livestock due to the presence of bears,
which results in reduced weight gain, lower pregnancy rates and
higher veterinary bills for stock that are injured by a bear attack.
When all losses are factored in, the losses in Montana alone
amounts to hundreds of thousands of dollars due to grizzly and
wolf predation. Again, unlike the current compensation provided by the State of Montana for depredations on livestock by
wolves, ranchers who have livestock killed by grizzlies do not
get compensated for those kills by the state or federal government. Those losses result in money being directly taken out of
their pocket.
In December, the Montana Wool Growers Association
gathered together in Billings to hold their annual convention. At
that convention, the members of Montana’s sheep industry discussed extensively the present and future problems associated
with Montana’s growing grizzly bear population. Concerns
were raised that neither federal nor state wildlife managers had
adequate plans to in place to ensure proper management of the
species once they are delisted. Further, concerns were raised
about where the funding will come from once management is
turned over to Montana. The Woolgrowers saw the need to be
proactive, rather than reactive, on this issue.
To address these concerns, Montana’s sheep producers
will be seeking to pass two bills through the 2013 Montana Legislature to address these pressing issues.
If enacted, the first bill will authorize Montana’s Livestock Loss Board to compensate Montanans for livestock losses
that occur as a result of grizzly bear kills. At present, state law
allows the Livestock Board Loss Board to compensate livestock
owners for verified wolf depredations. That’s good policy as it
recognizes that livestock producers should not have to bear the
financial burden of the decision made to reintroduce wolves into
Montana.
And so should it be with grizzly bears. While Montana’s ranching and farming community supports efforts to get
grizzly bears off of the endangered species list, it is widely recognized that agriculture cannot be expected to assume the true

cost associated with the growth in grizzly bear numbers. If
passed, this common sense bill simply recognizes this reality by
extending the livestock loss’s board’s authority to mitigate damage done to livestock producers by another large predator species, the grizzly bear, while, at the same time redressing a huge
hole in grizzly bear management by providing a clearly identified source of funding for this purpose.
The second bill addresses the other missing piece of
grizzly bear management – the need to prevent livestock grizzly
bear conflicts in the first instance. Everyone can agree that the
best grizzly bear management practices are those that prevent
bears from getting into trouble with either livestock or humans.
In the past, Montana’s sheep industry has worked to institute pro
-active programs to prevent wolf-livestock conflicts. Such programs include herders, putting up fencing, employing livestock
protection dogs and noise makers, and using proper carcass removal methods in order to keep bears away from sheep. These
programs are not always successful, but they are helpful in reducing losses.
Based on past experience, these types of prevention
programs, if adequately funded, could prove even more effective
when applied to grizzly bears. This is because grizzly bears can
be more easily dissuaded than wolves from preying on livestock
by human measures.
Again, the problem with implementing these non-lethal
preventative measures is that very little to no funding is available for this purpose. To meet this funding need, a bill will be
introduced to provide for $600,000 in state funding to the Livestock Loss Board. That money would then be allocated out to
ranchers, associations, and wildlife managers to implement steps
designed to reduce, minimize, and curtail conflicts between
bears and humans and bears and domestic animals – a win-win
scenario.
Like a majority of Montanans, Montana’s sheep and
wool producers understand that wildlife plays an important and
enriching role in our lives. And that is why the MWGA’s membership has taken an active role in working with both state and
federal wildlife officials on grizzly bear management plans and
policies. However, because ranches and farms are increasingly
becoming grizzly habit as grizzly numbers grow, and knowing
the economic devastation that can be done to their operations by
predator kills such as the one mentioned in the lead of this editorial, the sheep industry will continue to be active in pushing
state and federal officials to support and fund programs that are
vital to the economic survival of Montana’s top economic industry—the livestock industry.
The sheep industry supports the legislative proposals
discussed to authorize the state to pay livestock producers for
losses incurred as the result of grizzly bear kills and to provide
funding for grizzly conflict reduction efforts. If implemented,
these programs will help to speed up the recovery of Montana’s
grizzly bear population, will allow for grizzly bears to expand
their range while lessening the risk of grizzly conflicts,, and will
help the state keep its promise to the livestock industry to mitigate damage caused by growing predator populations. The
sheep industry asks for your, the listener’s, support for those
programs as well.
Jim Brown is the Public Relations Director for the
Montana Wool Growers Association, which represents Montana’s sheep and wool products. The Wool Growers Association is the oldest agriculture association in Montana. Jim presented this information on NPR radio.
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In Memory
The Montana Woolgrower’s Memorial Fund
The Montana Woolgrower Memorial Fund (official name
“Educational and Research Endowment Fund”) was established in
1983 when over $100 was sent to the association in memory of
Miles City sheepman/wool buyer, Duncan McDonald. A savings
account was established for such a purpose and others, wanting to
remember longtime sheepmen, be they friends or relatives, made
similar donations.
In 1984 the Board filed the necessary papers to make such
gifts tax deductible and a three-person board was appointed to oversee the account. The original board consisted of Don McKamey,
Bill Lehfeldt, and Ralph Dreyer.
Funds must be used for educational or research purposes
only and cannot be used for expenses of the Woolgrowers Association. The present board consists of Jim Whiteside, chairman, John
Baucus, and Bob Lehfeldt.
Those wishing to make a donation should make the check
out to Montana Woolgrower Association Memorial Fund and send
it to the Helena office. You will receive a receipt and if the memorial donation is sent in memory of someone, that person’s family
will also receive an acknowledgement.

Mary Isabelle Devlin
Isabelle was born in Powell, Wyoming on December
26, 1935, the daughter of Vincent and Trina (Maestas) Gonzales. She attended schools in Wyoming and Montana, graduating
from Laurel High School in 1953. She then attended Eastern
Montana College in Billings, graduating in 1958 with majors in
Spanish, and Commercial studies, along with a minor in English. She began teaching in Terry, MT in the fall of 1958, and
taught there until 1960. While teaching in Terry, She met Gerry
Devlin. They were married in June 1959. In 1960, Gerry and
Isabelle moved to the family ranch northwest of Terry. Isabelle
resumed her teaching career in the fall of 1964, when she began
teaching at Sacred Heart School in Miles City. While teaching at
Sacred Heart, she started the school drill team, the Shamraleens.
Isabelle taught at Sacred Heart until the spring of 1969, when
she once again moved to the family ranch.
In 1981, her husband Gerry began serving in the Montana Legislature. Isabelle split her time between Helena and the
ranch. While in Helena, she worked for the Legislative Council
as a Bill proofreader. In 1992, Gerry and Isabelle purchased a
hand creme company, Marcha Labs. Isabelle operated the company at the family ranch while Gerry finished his Legislative
career. In 1998, they sold the hand creme company to their son,
Ron, who operates it at the family ranch to this day. Gerry and
Isabelle retired to Miles City in 1999, turning the ranch over to
their boys.
Isabelle was a member of the Sacred Heart Church, a
volunteer at RSVP, member of Cowbelles and Wife, and helped
in the reorganization of the Montana Woolgrower Women.
Isabelle is survived by her husband Gerry Devlin of
Miles City, MT; three sons, Ron Devlin of Terry Mt; Todd
Devlin of Terry, Mt, Tom Devlin of Miles City, Three
gands6ns, Owen, Everett, and Henry Devlin; a brother, Chuck
Gonzales and wife Sharon of Billings MT; sister in law, Betty
Gonzales of Billings Mt. She was preceded in death by her parents, three brothers: Jim, Arthur, and Vincent and a daughter in
law, Susan Devlin.
Visitation was held on Monday, December 17, 2012
from 1:00-4:00 p.m. at Stevenson & Sons Funeral Home in Terry. Vigil services were held on Monday, December 17, 2012 at
7:00 p.m. at Stevenson & Sons Funeral Home in Miles City.
Mass of Christian Burial was held on Tuesday, December 18,
2012 at 1:00 p.m. at the Sacred Heart Catholic Church in Miles
City. Rite of Committal followed in the Eastern Montana State
Veteran’s Cemetery in Miles City. Stevenson & Sons Funeral
Home of Miles City was in charge of the arrangements. Condolences may be sent to the family by visiting:
www.stevensonandsons.com. Should friends desire, memorials
may be made to the Miles City Public Library or to the charity
of one’s choice.

Guy Jacob Sowers
Jack and Kathryn McRae
Bob Gilbert
Isabell Devlin
Jack and Kathryn McRae
Bob Gilbert
John and Donna Paugh
Dick Wolstein
Bob Gilbert
Norm Dykstra
John and Donna Paugh
Pachy Burns
John and Donna Paugh
Yvonne Arnold
John and Donna Paugh
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and remember to dance when you hear music, have a corner
sink, and always, always show up wearing a hat and wool.

Judith Faye 'Pachy' Burns
Strength personified in her swagger, her perfect cowboy hat, scarf and vest, always ready for adventure, this was the
Pachy we all knew and loved. She died suddenly and too soon
on Jan. 6, 2013, in a car accident near her ranch in Oregon.
Pachy liked to say "she lived to dance and danced to live." She
did not sleep much; she worked hard and enjoyed life to the
fullest extent possible. She got at least 90 years of living out of
her 63 years.
The memorial service was held at the Lutheran Church
in Big Timber on Friday, Jan. 11, at 3 p.m. Tim Shirley presided.
Pachy was born Nov. 1, 1949 in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
She is predeceased by her parents, Clarence George Craft and
Glatha Lee Barrie. Her spirit of adventure began early in life as
she grew up and experienced many regions of the United States
as a child and young adult. She attended Western State University in Gunnison, Colo., and eventually claimed her ranch in
Ione, Ore., as home, although her heart was always in Montana,
where she had raised her daughters on a sheep ranch near Edgar.
She is survived by her husband of 20 years, Horatio
"Rasch" Burns; her daughters Piney (Jenn), Bluesette (Mark);
brothers Gregory and Randolf Craft; stepchildren Cameron
(Alison), Lindsey (Remi), Seth (Nancy); step-grandchildren,
Mackenzie, Henry, Andrew, Solange, Blaze, Calumina and
Amelia; as well as her grandchildren, Nik "Trout," Kess, Taybe,
Andrew and Birch, who will miss their Oma.
Her long list of accomplishments and affiliations include: Co-founder of the Academy of the Rockies, Bonners Ferry, Idaho; first female ski patroller at Schweitzer Mountain, Idaho; Actively involved with the Montana Wool Growers since
1984 and the Montana Agri-Women (vice president 2005); current chairman and national representative of the Montana Farm
Bureau Sheep Committee; traveled to remote areas of Russia
representing the American Agriculture Industry for CFNA
(Citizens Network for Foreign Affairs); member of the Montana
Management as early as 1986 by grazing sheep on leafy spurge;
member Montana Noxious Weed Advisory Council and the Advisory Committee for the Skeen Institute for Rangeland Restoration; conducted Jam to Lamb since 1994 and in October 2005
traveled to Japan with Farm Bureau delegation; Statewide Noxious Weed Awareness Campaign Advisory Committee member;
involved with the programs developed for integrated weed control concerning BSE issues to regain Japanese trust in U.S. meat
industries; and most recently, president of Mountain Plains and
chairwoman of the Wolf Advisory Board.
An excerpt from a letter from a lifelong friend: "Pachy
lived large, worked hard, defied boundaries, and loved beyond
description. What a great friend she was to me and mine. I admire her while being in awe of all she has accomplished. Pachy
was extra especially loyal, unique in vision, unmatched in her
work ethic ... She was tough and unrelenting as she built her
ranching empire(s). The love for her two daughters was always
the underlying motivation. Ultimately her love and motivation
grew to include Rasch and all of Oma's grandchildren. I've never known a livelier more fun grandmother. She went out like a
stick of dynamite — boldly, being productive — just the way
she lived. She was truly one of a kind. They threw away the
cookie cutter when she was created.”
To honor Pachy, and in lieu of flowers, please donate
to Montana Agri-Women or the grandchildren’s college funds

Patricia Elaine Nelson Graves
Patricia Elaine Nelson Graves of Ronan passed away
on Tuesday, Jan. 8, 2013, at the age of 57, the victim of a tragic
vehicle collision near Deer Lodge. Patty was born in High River, Alberta, Canada, on July 11, 1955, and was predeceased by
her parents, Lloyd and Mildred Nelson. She attended school in
High River and later trained at the SAIT Fine Arts program in
Calgary. Patty was married to Ben Graves on Oct. 5, 1977. An
acclaimed Western artist, accomplished stockwoman and exemplary friend, family member and neighbor, Patty made an indelible mark on all who knew her.
Patty will be dearly missed by her husband, Ben and
their children, Matt and his son Reid, Sam (Becca) both of Circle, Warren (Alina) and their children, Pathe and Lily of Ronan;
by her siblings in Alberta, Doug (Patti) Nelson of Nanton, Ted
(Alice) Nelson and Ralph (Jaqueline) Nelson both of High River, Deb Nelson of Longview and Wendy (Ray) Wegener of
Strathmore, and by Patty’s many nieces and nephews.
A celebration of Patty’s life was held at 1 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 16 at the Mission Mountain Country Club banquet room.
Norman Dykstra
Norman Dykstra, 88, passed away on Saturday, Dec.
15, 2012 at his home on Valley Center Rd. Norm was born on
Feb. 7, 1924 on a farm west of Anceney, Mont. He was the
youngest child of Andrew and Grace (Sinnema) Dykstra. He
received his schooling at the Barnhart and Vincent schools.
Norm married Jennie Brouwer on April 9, 1946 at the
Manhattan Christian Reformed Church. They had two sons. He
lived west of Bozeman until his death. Norm served as a deacon
and an elder for many years at the Manhattan Christian Reformed Church, where he was a lifelong member. Norm loved
farming, long drives, and taking pictures. He also enjoyed going
to coffee with his buddies, especially Sam Hoffman, who came
and got Norm for coffee three times a week right up until the
end. Thank you, Sam. Norm was well known for his kindness.
He is survived by his daughter-in-law, Linda Dykstra
and his grandchildren, Kristin Dykstra, Ryan Dykstra and Curt
(Danielle) Dykstra, all of Bozeman and Emilee Neiminen of
Livingston; great-grandchildren, Tel, Nick, and Jaci Toews,
Katey Dykstra, and JoeLyn Neiminen. He was preceded in
death by his wife, Jennie Dykstra and his sons, Allen and Ken
Dykstra.
Visitation hours was from 4-6 p.m. on Wednesday at
Manhattan Christian Reformed Church Graveside services were
held at 10 a.m. Thursday, Dec. 20, in Hills Cemetery with a
memorial service following at 11 a.m. at the Manhattan Christian Reformed Church. In lieu of flowers, memorials in his
name may be made to Heritage Christian School, 100 Discovery
Lane, Bozeman, MT 59715, for the Dykstra-Toews greatgrandchildren
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Yvonne "Vonnie" H. Arnold

Dick Wolstein

Yvonne "Vonnie" H. Arnold went to spend Christmas
with her Lord and Savior on Dec. 22, 2012. Her loving family
and husband will miss her greatly. Vonnie, the daughter of
Elmer and Florence Halsey, was born on June 8, 1919, in Glendive. She attended Union School, in 1936 graduated from Dawson High School in Glendive and received her teaching certificate from Eastern Normal College (MSU-B) in 1938.
She taught at West Rosebud School for two years and
at Fishtail School for one year. At this time she met the love of
her life, Bernard Arnold. They were married in Columbus at 7
a.m. on Aug. 14, 1940. During the next 72 years, they ranched
side by side on the West Rosebud River, and in 1949 they purchased the current family ranch on the Stillwater River. In 1971
they built their present home in Absarokee. At this time she became an employee of Yellowstone Bank, doing what she liked
best — working with numbers.
As a member of Immanuel Lutheran Church for over
70 years, she enjoyed the church where she served as office secretary for 35 years. She taught Sunday School to 50-70 children
weekly.
Vonnie held local and conference offices in many women’s organizations including Charter member of Cowbells (T-Bone
Cattlewomen), Stillwater Homemakers, Stillwater Historical
Society, church council, county 4-H leader for over 25 years,
Cobblestone organization and ELCW women’s group.
She was very proud of and held a great love for her
family, especially all her “babies” (grandchildren, greatgrandchildren and great-great-grandchildren). There was never a
group too large for her to cook for, and no one ever left hungry.
Preceding her in death are her parents, special brotherin-law, Bartley Schlicht. She is survived by her husband of 72
years, Bernard; her children. Karen (Jack) Robbins, Larry
(Vicki) Arnold, Rick (Deb) Arnold; grandchildren, Curt
(Ardona) Robbins, Sheri (Jim) Devlin, Will (Sue) Robbins, Corey (Kodi Kountz) Arnold, Scott (Kristen) Arnold, Kevin Arnold, Jessica (Dylan Lancello) Arnold, Andrew Arnold; greatgrandchildren: Jonathon (Terra) Robbins, Brandon Robbins,
Jayson Robbins, Tyona Robbins, Jordon Hill, Corina (Mike)
Szubinski, Kelsey Devlin, Zach Devlin, Danielle Devlin, Kasidy
Robbins, Derek Robbins and Brynley Arnold, and great-greatgrandchild, Jaxston Robbins. She is survived by her sister, Leta
Schlicht, brother, Neal (Lois) Halsey, several sisters-in-law and
brothers-in-law and numerous nieces and nephews.
Monetary memorials may be sent to the Vonnie Arnold
Memorial Fund, Box 207, Absarokee, MT 59001 benefiting
Immanuel Lutheran Church, Absarokee, to build a covered ramp
walk way and YES Kids — a group that supports local special
needs children.
A viewing was held at Smith Funeral Chapel in Columbus on Thursday, Dec. 27, from 5 to 7 p.m. Services were held
at Immanuel Lutheran Church, Absarokee, on Friday, Dec. 28,
at 1 p.m. Interment at the Rosebud Cemetery immediately followed.

Stanley Richard “Dick” Wolstein of Helena, MT
passed away the evening of December 27, 2012 at the Elkhorn
Nursing Home in Clancy, MT after a long battle with Alzheimer’s. Dick was 80 years old. Dick was born in the north Helena Valley on Chicken Hill on October 14, 1932. He was the
third son of Martin and Anna (Vimpany) Wolstein. Dick attended Central School in Helena, and then as a young man worked
for the Sieben Ranches and various lumber mills in the Canyon
Creek and Lincoln areas.
Dick enlisted in the U.S. Navy in 1951, and attained
the rank of Boilermaker First Class and served on the USS Manatee during the Korean Conflict; he was honorably discharged in
1954. As luck would have it, Dick and his brother Bob ended up
on the same ship during the Korean Conflict and served together. Dick was very proud of his military career and maintained
lifelong friendships with his old Navy buddies. After discharge
from the Navy he began his lifelong career in drywall trade. He
taught his craft to his sons and to most of the tapers here in Helena, he was very well respected and known for his skills and
worked well into his seventy’s. His craftsmanship is still displayed in many of Helena’s homes and businesses, and some
would say Dick was the “best damn taper” around the country.
Dick’s small farm and sheep flock in the North Helena Valley
was his pride and joy, all of his children have many fond memories of their upbringing in the north valley when there was just a
few houses between town and there.
Dick was a lifelong member of the VFW and Moose
Lodge. Dick married Rita Hamlin in 1959 and together they
raised their seven children. Dick was preceded in death by his
parents, wife Rita, brothers Martin and Robert, sons Reed and
Trent. Dick is survived by his children Carla (Mike) Allen,
Wayne Belgarde, Marla Wolstein, Roxanne (Scott) Wolstein
and David (Michelle) Wolstein. Dick is the Grandfather to
Michelle, Eddie and AJ Allen, David Belgarde, Carrie (Shawn)
Nuxoll, Layna and Megan Chuter, Tal Wolstein, Denny Smith,
Jake and Jessica Wilson, Alex and Brett Geist, Treg and Haven
Wolstein and five great grandchildren. He also survived by his
sister in law Joan Wolstein of Butte and many nieces, nephews,
and cousins here in Helena and Butte.
A memorial service celebrating Dick’s life was held at
1:00 pm Friday, January 4, 2013 at Anderson Stevenson Wilke
Funeral Home, 3750 N. Montana Ave. A reception followed the
memorial service in the social hall of the funeral home. Interment, with military honors, took place at Montana State Veteran’s Cemetery at Fort Harrison following the reception. Memorials in Dick’s name are suggested to an organization or charity of your choice. Please visit www.aswfuneralhome.com to
offer the family condolences or share a memory of Dick.
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family moved to Bozeman, Montana where Jim completed his
Master's Degree and worked in the wool department of Montana
State College. During this time, the busy couple had five more
children. In 1962 Jim continued work on his PhD at Texas
A&M; he accepted a permanent position with the Department of
Animal Science in 1963. He completed his PhD in 1965.
Jim coached many national championship wool judging
teams while at Montana State and Texas A&M. He was the head
of the Sheep and Goat Division for the Texas A&M University
Animal Science Department and was one of the world's most
respected experts in the study and production of wool and mohair fibers. During his tenure at Texas A&M, he traveled to Botswana, Tanzania, South Africa, Tunisia, Peru, China, and many
other places to consult, lecture, and work with local sheep and
goat farmers. Jim retired from Texas A&M in 1987 and was
honored with the title of Professor Emeritus. He loved teaching,
and he returned twice after his retirement to teach sheep and
goat courses.
Jim loved his family, loved his church, loved to run,
loved to teach, and loved to travel. Jim was an elder at the First
Presbyterian Church in Bozeman, a deacon and elder at A&M
Presbyterian Church in College Station, and a charter member
and treasurer of Peace Lutheran Church in College Station. He
ran 14 marathons, his first at the age of 50. Among his marathons were the New York, Boston, San Francisco, Galveston,
Houston, Fort Worth, and three at Texas A&M. He continued to
run until his legs couldn't run anymore. His trips with his beloved Mary took them to England and Scotland, Germany, Poland, Canada, and many other places, including many trips to
their beloved Fort Davis, Texas where the couple has a permanent home.
At the age of 80, he fulfilled a dream he had for years –
he skydived! Many family members watched as he jumped out
of a small plane and floated toward Coulter Field. Jim has donated his body to the Texas A&M Medical School for use in
medical education and research. Jim was preceded in death by
his grandson, Joshua Lee Tackett. Jim is survived by his wife
Mary, his children Jamie and Jeanie Bassett, Jayne and Charlie
Jenkins, Martha Tackett, John and Bridget Bassett all of College
Station, Peter and Jill Bassett of New Braunfels, Paul and Jane
Bassett of Austin, 19 grandchildren, 14 great grandchildren, his
brother Clarence Bassett of Austin and his brother and sister-inlaw, Bill and Betty Bassett of Uvalde.
In lieu of flowers, the family asks that donations be
made to Hospice Brazos Valley, Bloys Campmeeting Association or the Volunteer Fire Department of Ft. Davis, Texas. A
special thanks is given for the loving care of Crestview Home
Health and the special workers from Hospice Brazos Valley –
Emily, Sam, and Sam..

Victor Lee Gibby
Victor Lee Gibby, treasured son, husband, father,
brother, grandfather, uncle, cousin, friend, was taken from us by
a tragic accident December 26, 2012.
Vic was born March 24, 1958, to Forrest and Selma
(Mosness) Gibby. He grew up on the family ranch near Big
Timber with his parents and brothers Brit (Jeanine) and Rick
(Diane). Many cousins and friends helped to make things interesting during those years. He attended the Bridge School and
Sweet Grass High School. He worked various vocations before
settling on ranching.
On June 1, 1977, he married Mardi Brien. Vic and
Mardi raised two beautiful, accomplished daughters, Tasha and
Kathy (Joe and three sons). They were his pride and joy along
with his four grandchildren-Mathew (his right hand man), Gabby, Mason, and Cooper.
Family was a priority for Victor. He rarely missed a
ball game for his kids and grandkids, helped with 4-H projects,
had breakfast with his folks almost every day, and loved taking
them all fishing.
There are too many family members to mention them
all name, but these relationships were more than aunties, uncles,
nieces, nephews, cousins, and in-laws. Close friendships were
forged and cherished over the years.
Friends and neighbors are just as numerous. Over the
years and through his many interests, including hunting, fishing,
and agriculture, he established many valued friendships.
Victor had a generous nature and was always quick to
lend a hand. His smile and hearty laugh will be remembered by
us all. Our love for him will never fade.
“Sit tall in the saddle hold your
head up high, keep your eyes fixed
where the trail meets the sky and live
like you ain’t afraid to die,
don’t be scared just enjoy the ride”
Cris LeDoux song
James Wilbur Bassett, Sr. PhD
James Wilbur Bassett was born in Greenville, Texas on
July 22, 1923. He left this world to join the God he loved on
Monday, November 12, 2012. He was surrounded by family at
his home of 50 years in College Station, Texas. He was the son
of the late James W. and Pansy Lee Bassett.
Jim grew up in Amarillo, Texas where he graduated
from Amarillo High School at the age of 16. He spent two years
at Austin College in Sherman, Texas before transferring to Texas A&M College in 1942. He served in the Navy from 1943 to
1946. While stationed in Austin, Texas with the V12 Navy College Training Program he ran on the University of Texas Cross
Country Team. Toward the end of his Navy career he met the
love of his life, Mary Christine McIntosh. After he finished his
Navy commitment, he returned to Texas A&M and finished his
bachelor's degree in Animal Science in July of 1948. He joined
the Agricultural Extension Service in Mena, Arkansas.
Jim and Mary were married on October 21, 1949 at the
First Southern Presbyterian Church in Austin. They lived in
Mena, Arkansas for a year, after which Jim began work on his
Master's degree in Animal Science at the University of Wyoming in Laramie. While there, James Jr. was born. In 1951, the
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Breeder’s Directory
Columbia
MONTANA COLUMBIA SHEEP ASSN.
Raina Blackman
2925 Craig Frontage Road
Wolf Creek, MT 59648
(406) 235-4227
lsbrmb@mt.net
CRAGO FAMILY RANCH
Mark and Jennifer Crago
22 Maki Hill Road
Columbus, MT 59019
(406) 322-9935
markcrago@netzero.net
DOUGLAS HITCH
P.O. Box 368
Hobson, MT 59452
(406) 423-5651
dhitch@itstriangle.com
GROVES RANCH
Quality Columbia Ewe Lambs
Heron, MT 59452
erdoclamb@hotmail.com
HOCHSTRAT COLUMBIAS
Kathy Hochstrat
4021 Highway 12
White Sulphur Springs, MT 59645
(406) 547-3866
horsehu@itstriangle.com
LANGHUS COLUMBIAS
Gene and Mary Langhus
147 Main Boulder Road
Big Timber, MT 59011
(406) 932-4718
langhussheep@mtintouch.net
LOGAN AND DOUG PIERCE
P.O. Box 134
Harlowton, MT 59036
(406) 632-4419
TIMBER COULEE COLUMBIAS
Luanne Wallewein
P.O. Box 129
Sunburst, MT 59482
(406) 937-2775
wallywld@northerntel.net

Contact MWGA if you would like to be listed here
Hampshire
DAVID AND JENNIFER BRECK
P.O. Box 1331
Big Timber, MT 59011
(406) 932-6404
breckmt@mtintouch.net
EDNA ENGLERT
114 Bridger Fromberg Road
Bridger, MT 59014
(406) 662-3236
Rambouillet
HELLE RAMBOUILLETS
John Helle
1350 Stone Creek Road
Dillon, MT 59725
(406) 683-6686
jhelle64@gmail.com
www.finewoolsheep.com
LEHFELDT RAMBOUILLETS
Bob, Marie, Ben, and Jamie Lehfeldt
P.O. Box 175
Lavina, MT 59046
(406) 636-2731
levi@midrivers.com
Shropshire
CRAGO FAMILY RANCH
Mark and Jennifer Crago
22 Maki Hill Road
Columbus, MT 59019
(406) 322-9935
markcrago@netzero.net
South African Meat Merino
GENE AND MARY LANGHUS
147 Main Boulder Road
Big Timber, MT 59011
(406) 932-4718
langhussheep@mtintouch.net
Suffolk
MONTANA SUFFOLK ASSN.
296 Wyttenhove Lane
Miles City, MT 59301
(406) 232-1060
www.mtsuffolksheep.org
HEART LAZY P SUFFOLKS
Dana Penrod
51 Perkins Lane
Miles City, MT 59301
(406) 234-2648
heartlazyp@midrivers.com
wwwheartlazypsuffolk.com
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KNUTSON SUFFOLK
Kim Knutson
P.O. Box 250
Clyde Park, MT 59018
(406) 578-9175
kimssuffolks@yahoo.com
www.knutsonsuffolks.com
McKAY SUFFOLKS
Bill McKay/Scott McKay
(406) 866-3368/(406) 799-5398
P.O. Box 71
Ulm, MT 59485-0071
http://mckaysuffolks.weebly.com/
ffolk01@wildblue.net
MITCHELL’S MILEHIGH RANCH
The Mitchell & Creason Families
142 Pine Creek Road
Livingston, MT 59047
(406) 222-3208
creason@wispwest.net
MURRAY SUFFOLKS
Walt and Angela Murray
174 Tongue River Road
Miles City, MT 59301
(406) 234-2676
wamurray@midrivers.com
RATH SUFFOLKS
296 Wyttenhove Lane
Miles City, MT 59301
(406) 232-1060
STEVENS RANCH
Norm and Gail Stevens
P.O. Box 286
Joliet, MT 59041
(406) 962-3558
stevensranch@q.com
www.stevensranchsuffolk.com
Suffolk X Hampshire
GIBBS RANGE RAMS
Pat and Bev Gibbs
513 Van Norman Road
Jordan, MT 59337
(406) 557-2852
pbgibbs@midrivers.com

Targhee
MONTANA TARGHEE SHEEP ASSN.
Elisha Lewis, secretary
342 Svenson Road
Reed Point, MT 59069
(406) 326-2306
lewisranch@itstriangle.com
LEO BARTHELMESS
25826 Content Road
Malta, MT 59538
(406) 658-2627
ledar@mtintouch.net
KRISTIN BIEBER
409 Skull Creek Road
Brockway, MT 59214
(406) 672-4471
mcraekristin@yahoo.com
DALLAS SHEEP OUTFIT
Chuck Dallas, Mardy, Cassie, & Cody Dallas
131 Horse Creek Road South
Wilsall, MT 59086
(406) 578-2159
dallassheep@mcn.net
EVERETT RANCH
Marie Everett
3098 Mack Smith Lane
Stevensville, MT 59870
(406) 777-5217
everettranch@centric.net

McRAE BROTHERS TARGHEES
Jack and Kathryn McRae
31 McRae Lane
Jordan, MT 59337
(406) 557-6266
jmcrae@midrivers.com

Targhee X Columbia
RAFTER RANCH
Don and Liz Jones
64542 Highway 43
Wise River, MT 59762
(406) 832-3219

MONTANA AG EXPERIMENT STATION
Dr. Rodney Kott
Montana State University
Bozeman, MT 59717
(406) 994-3415
rkott@montana.edu

White Suffolk
GARY HEILIG
2936 North Trout Creek Road
Moore, MT 59464
(406) 374-2313
ghheilig@itstriangle.com

MONTANA SHEEP COMPANY
Brent, Tracie, Ben, & Caroline Roeder
950 County Line Road
Fort Shaw, MT 59443
(406) 467-2462
roeder@3rivers.net

Guard & Working Dogs

ORTMANN TARGHEES
Henry Ortmann
(406) 392-5277
Sam Ortmann
4169 Road 1081
Wolf Point, MT 59201
(406) 392-5356
mtwool@nemontel.net

CAROLYN I. GREEN
P.O. Box 266
Mellville, MT 59055
(406) 537-4472
greenranch@mtintouch.net

PAUGH, INC.
Jerry Paugh
(406) 962-3636
paranch@msn.com
John Paugh, Jr.
525 Coulee Drive
Bozeman, MT 59718
(406) 585-9356
dmaepaugh@bresnan.net

HUGHES NEWFORD CO.
John and Betty Sampsel
P.O. Box 558
Stanford, MT 59479
(406) 566-2700
hnco@mtintouch.net

SIEBEN LIVE STOCK CO.
Chase T. Hibbard
P.O. Box 835
Helena, MT 59624
(406) 442-1803
chase@siebenranch.com

KORMAN RANCH TARGHEES
Ron and Maxine Korman
P.O. Box 162
(406) 648-5536
kormanmax@hotmail.com

TUNBY RANCH
Randy Tunby
P.O. Box 1244
Baker, MT 59313
(406) 772-5627
tunby@midrivers.com

LEWIS FAMILY RANCH
Ralph, Elisha, Ryan, and Rory Lewis
342 Svenson Road
Reed Point, MT 59069
(406) 326-2306
lewisranch@itstriangle.com
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Great Pyrenees, Akbash, Komondor, Border
Collie, Australian, & Anatolian Shepherds
5-R STOCKDOGS
Marvin Dunster & Carrie Bigelow
326 Convert Lane
Billings, MT 59101
(406) 670-3575
(406) 208-8576
Sharplaninac, Pyrenees, &
Maremma Guard Dogs
J. KERMIT & SANDY PETERSON
1411 22nd Ave. N. W.
Sidney, MT 59270
h. (406) 482-3016
C. (406) 480-4193
Spanish Mastiff
LEO BARTHELMESS
25826 Content Road
Malta, MT 59538
(406) 658-2627
ledar@mtintouch.net
Spanish Mastiff, Pyrenean Mastiffs,
Turkish Kangals, & LGD Crosses
CINCO DESEOS RANCH
Brenda M. Negri
Winnemucca, Nevada
ldgnevada@gmail.com
www.lgdnevada.com
c. (775) 931-0038
h. (775) 623-6292

Someone from Montana will win an all expense paid trip to beautiful , balmy
Charleston, South Carolina in January of
2014.
It could be you!
Visit the Make It With Wool Page on the
Montana Wool Grower website
(www.mtsheep.org) to find the nearest district director and get to sewing.
You don’t have to think about this one too
hard.
Sick of the old man winter and can’t remember which drift your feed truck is
parked under?
Are you creative and know how to sew?
Know anyone who will answer yes to the
questions above?
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